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We construct boson star configurations in quantum field theory using the semiclassical gravity
approximation. Restricting our attention to the static case, we show that the semiclassical Einstein-Klein-
Gordon system for a single real quantum scalar field whose state describes the excitation of N identical
particles, each one corresponding to a given energy level, can be reduced to the Einstein-Klein-Gordon
system for N complex classical scalar fields. Particular consideration is given to the spherically
symmetric static scenario, where energy levels are labeled by quantum numbers n, l, and m. When all
particles are accommodated in the ground state n ¼ l ¼ m ¼ 0, one recovers the standard static boson
star solutions, that can be excited if n ≠ 0. On the other hand, for the case where all particles have fixed
radial and total angular momentum numbers n and l, with l ≠ 0, but are homogeneously distributed with
respect to their magnetic number m, one obtains the l-boson stars, whereas when l ¼ m ¼ 0 and n takes
multiple values, the multistate boson star solutions are obtained. Further generalizations of these
configurations are presented, including the multi-lmultistate boson stars, that constitute the most general
solutions to the N-particle, static, spherically symmetric, semiclassical real Einstein-Klein-Gordon
system, in which the total number of particles is definite. In spite of the fact that the same spacetime
configurations also appear in multifield classical theories, in semiclassical gravity, they arise naturally as
the quantum fluctuations associated with the state of a single field describing a many-body system.
Our results could have potential impact on direct detection experiments in the context of ultralight scalar
field/fuzzy dark matter candidates.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.107.045017

I. INTRODUCTION

Boson stars are exotic objects made of bosons in which
the gravitational force that pulls matter together is counter-
balanced by the dispersive nature of a scalar field. They
were first proposed in the late 1960s by Kaup [1] and
Ruffini and Bonazzola [2], and since then they have been
actively studied for more than half a century [3–9]—see
Refs. [10–14] for reviews on boson stars and Refs. [15–19]
for references on other soliton solutions. At present, boson
stars remain largely theoretical, although they have been
employed to describe dark compact objects [20–25] and
galactic halo cores [26–32] in models of axion [33–38] and
axionlike [39–47] particles.
More pragmatically, a boson star is a regular, localized

solution to the classical Einstein-Klein-Gordon (EKG)
system. Nevertheless, nature is quantum at a fundamental

level, and as such, these objects must also allow an
interpretation in quantum field theory. The purpose of this
paper is to construct boson star configurations in semi-
classical gravity, to catalog their spectrum of spherically
symmetric equilibrium solutions, and to compare them
with those of the classical theory. Previous attempts to
construct semiclassical boson stars have been carried out in
Refs. [2,48–52]. See also Refs. [53–55] for an analysis of
the semiclassical gravitational collapse of quantum matter
and Ref. [56] for a recent study on fluid stars in semi-
classical gravity.
The semiclassical theory of gravity is an effective

description of gravitational phenomena that deals with
gravitons at tree level and with matter fields at one
loop [57,58,64–67]. The resulting equations of motion
are those of quantum field theory on curved spacetimes
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Dark matter: Could it be that simple?

Fundamental interactions

1. Strong force

2. Electromagnetic force

3. Weak force

4. Gravitational force

Quarks:Too much interaction



Could it be that simple?

Charged leptons: Good enought

Fundamental interactions

1. Strong force

2. Electromagnetic force

3. Weak force

4. Gravitational force



Could it be that simple?

Neutrinos: Difficult to see, but observable

Fundamental interactions

1. Strong force

2. Electromagnetic force

3. Weak force

4. Gravitational force



Could it be that simple?

Is dark matter the particle that interacts 
only through gravitational interactions?

Fundamental interactions

1. Strong force

2. Electromagnetic force

3. Weak force

4. Gravitational force



The darkest scenario:

•  Dark matter interacts only through gravitational interactions:
•  1) Forget how to detect it on Earth
•  2) Main properties: The mass and the spin
•  3)Consider the case of a bosonic particle that interact only 

through gravitation
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Scalar field as dark ma6er?

Ultralight scalars as cosmological dark matter
Lam Hui Jeremiah P. Ostriker ,Scott Tremaine, Edward Witten
Phys.Rev. D95 (2017) no.4, 043541
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An ultra-light boson as dark matter?



Can the dark matter halo be a self-gravitating 
object made of ultralight spin-zero bosons?
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Possible boson star configurations
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Possible boson star configurations
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Compactness
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Typical compactness:

Sun= .00001

Dark matter halo=.0001

Neutron Star=0.2



Semiclassical description of the 
Einstein-Klein-Gordon system
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The program:

• Step 1:

coupled to the semiclassical Einstein equations, where the
expectation value of the stress energy-momentum tensor
operator acts as the source term on its right-hand side.
In this article, we introduce a well-defined operational
program that deals with free quantum fields acting as
sources of stationary spacetimes. Our program relies on the
semiclassical self-consistent configurations proposed in
Ref. [68], and it can be summarized into three steps:

(i) Consider a stationary, globally hyperbolic back-
ground spacetime on which the free quantum fields
are defined. The assumption of stationarity allows
one to introduce a preferred space of “positive-
norm” solutions of the matter field equations, hence
a preferred vacuum state. This in turn provides a
well-defined theory for the quantum fields, which
we describe in terms of a Fock space representation.
In particular, field operators can be written (for-
mally) as linear combinations of creation and
annihilation operators, wherein the “coefficients”
are mode functions fIðxÞ that solve the classical
complex field equations.

(ii) Compute the expectation value hT̂μνi of the stress
energy-momentum tensor operator with respect to a
given state in the Fock space. In order to do so, we
need a regularization and renormalization prescrip-
tion that removes the ill-defined ultraviolet behavior
of the theory, leading to sensible finite outcomes. To
achieve this, in this work, we impose normal order-
ing. More sophisticated approaches include, e.g.,
adiabatic subtraction [69] and Pauli-Villars renorm-
alization [70–72], although we expect the differences
between such methods and ours to be suppressed in
the limit of large occupation numbers, as we consider
in our configurations, which we also assume to be far
from the Planck scale. More generally, we can also
compute a statistical average by tracing T̂μν with a
density operator. This offers the interesting possibil-
ity of considering, for instance, thermal states with a
given temperature.

(iii) Solve the semiclassical Einstein equations Gμν ¼
8πGhT̂μνi sourced by the expectation value (or
statistical average) of the (renormalized) stress en-
ergy-momentum tensor. This step takes into account
the backreaction of the quantum fields on the
classical geometry.

Of course, one of the main difficulties of this approach is
that the exact spacetime geometry is not known a priori
in step i, and it has to be constructed in a self-consistent
way together with the other two steps. For the purpose of
illustration, we will restrict our attention to the case in
which matter consists of a single, free, minimally coupled
real scalar field, although more involved situations can also
be explored, including quantum fields of higher rank. (The
case of a complex scalar field is analyzed in an Appendix.)
In order to simplify the analysis, we shall further

concentrate on static, spherically symmetric configura-
tions, but a generalization of our formalism to describe
stationary and axisymmetric rotating objects should be
possible. In particular, as we show, in the static case, the
semiclassical EKG equations can be reduced to a system of
self-gravitating classical complex scalar fields with har-
monic time-dependency of the form e−iωI t, which leads to a
nonlinear multieigenvalue problem for the frequencies ωI .
These “classical” fields arise from the mode functions
fIðxÞ that appear in the decomposition of the field operator
and represent the “wave functions” of individual particles
in first quantization. Such problems were treated in the
Newtonian limit long ago; see, for example, the seminal
work by Lieb [73] or Ref. [74] for more recent work in this
direction.
In the static case, the resulting semiclassical solutions can

be interpreted as describing equilibrium self-gravitating
objects made of bosons. Specifically, we construct general
boson star configurations in spherical symmetry, for
which the number of particles in the different energy levels
is definite. These objects interpolate between standard
boson stars [1–14], whose particles all lie in the lowest
possible energy configuration, to more general situations
where the particles are accommodated in states with higher
energy and angular momentum, which include l-boson
stars [75–79] and multistate boson stars [49–51], as well as
new configurations obtained in this article: multi-l multi-
state boson stars. As we show, these constitute the most
general solutions to the static, spherically symmetric,
semiclassical real EKG system for which the total number
of particles is definite (we shall refer to these configurations
as N-particle systems in this paper) and encompasses the
previous boson star solutions reported in the literature. A
family tree of these solutions is provided in Table II, where
we show how they are connected to each other. A relevant
question is whether or not such configurations in which
particles populate not only the ground state but also higher
energy levels, are stable. For instance, it has been found
that boson stars with l ¼ 0 including only excited states
are unstable [6]. However, as discussed in Refs. [49–51], a
possible mechanism of stabilization is to have a suitable
combination of particles in the ground and higher energy
states.1 These multistate configurations arise naturally
within our semiclassical description. See Refs. [81–83]
for l-boson stars in the Newtonian limit and also
Refs. [84,85] for related configurations which include
particles in the excited states.
Before we proceed with the construction of these objects,

some words are needed regarding the relation between the
classical and quantum descriptions of boson stars. Classical
fields emerge from quantum theories in the limit when
the quantum fluctuations become negligible. This limit is

1See also Ref. [80] for a stabilization mechanism that includes
another type of matter.
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Paso 1: Espacio de Hilbert

units for which ℏ ¼ c ¼ 1. Numerical results are obtained
using Planck units, where in addition we set G ¼ 1.

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The quantization of a free field on a curved, globally
hyperbolic spacetime is well understood. This program was
initiated by Parker in the late 1960s and developed further
by Fulling, Ford and Wald, among others (see, e.g.,
Refs. [59–62] for relevant textbooks and references to the
aforementioned original work). If in addition the quantum
fields act as a source of the spacetime metric, the semi-
classical theory of gravity [57,58] provides an effective
description that combines the quantum nature of matter with
the classical behavior that gravity exhibits at macroscopic
scales.3 In this section, we review the main ingredients of
this construction.

A. Quantum spin-0 fields in curved spaces

For the following, we consider a globally hyperbolic
spacetime ðM; ds2Þ which is foliated by three-dimensional
Cauchy hypersurfaces Σt. In terms of the standard 3þ 1
decomposition, the spacetime metric is written as

ds2 ¼ −ðα2 − βjβjÞdt2 þ 2βidtdxi þ γijdxidxj: ð1Þ

Here, αðxÞ is the lapse function, βjðxÞ is the shift vector,
and γijðxÞ is the induced metric on Σt, with x ¼ ðt; x⃗Þ
denoting a generic point in the spacetime manifold. Latin
indices i; j; k;… take natural values in the range from 1 to 3
and are raised and lowered with the three-metric γij,
e.g., βi ¼ γijβj.
At the classical level, a real free massive scalar field

satisfies the Klein-Gordon equation

ð□ −m0
2Þϕ ¼ 0; ð2Þ

where □ ≔ gμν∇μ∇ν is the curved d’Alembertian operator
in four dimensions, gμν is the inverse of the spacetime
metric, and ∇μ is the covariant derivative with respect to
this metric. The parameter m0, which we assume to be
positive, denotes the inverse Compton length of the field
(that plays the role of the rest mass of the particles in the
quantum theory), and for simplicity, a minimal coupling
with gravity has been considered.
For the quantization of the field ϕ, one extends the space

of real classical solutions to the space of complex-valued
classical solutions of Eq. (2). Let us call this space X in the
following. Given two such solutions ϕ1;ϕ2 ∈ X, one
introduces the four-current vector field (with ∇μ ≔ gμν∇ν)

jμðϕ1;ϕ2Þ ≔ −i½ϕ1ð∇μϕ&
2Þ − ð∇μϕ1Þϕ&

2'; ð3Þ

which, by virtue of Eq. (2), is divergence-free (∇μjμ ¼ 0)
and satisfies the symmetries jμðϕ1;ϕ2Þ ¼ ½jμðϕ2;ϕ1Þ'& ¼
−jμðϕ&

2;ϕ
&
1Þ. Here and in the following, ϕ&

2ðxÞ denotes the
complex conjugate of ϕ2ðxÞ. The four-current (3) gives rise
to an inner product on X, defined as

ðϕ1;ϕ2Þ ≔
Z

Σt

jμnμdγ ¼ −i
Z

Σt

½ϕ1ð£nϕ&
2Þ − ð£nϕ1Þϕ&

2'dγ:

ð4Þ

In this equation, ðnμÞ ¼ ð−α; 0; 0; 0Þ is the future-directed
timelike unit normal covector field to the Cauchy hyper-
surfaces Σt, £nϕ2 ¼ nμ∇μϕ2 refers to the Lie derivative
of ϕ2 with respect to the corresponding vector field
n ¼ gμνnμ∂ν, and dγ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
detðγijÞ

p
d3x denotes the volume

element on this hypersurface. As long as the space X is
restricted to those solutions of Eq. (2) which decay
sufficiently fast at spatial infinity, the inner product (4)
does not depend on the choice of the Cauchy hypersurface.
Note also that by construction the inner product (4) is linear
in its first argument and inherits the symmetries of the
four-current, such that ðϕ1;ϕ2Þ ¼ ðϕ2;ϕ1Þ& ¼ −ðϕ&

2;ϕ
&
1Þ.

However, it fails to be positive definite. Indeed, for
ϕ1 ¼ ϕ2≕ϕ ∈ X,

ðϕ;ϕÞ ¼ 2Im
Z

Σt

ϕð£nϕ&Þdγ ð5Þ

may assume any real (positive or negative) value, since the
restrictions of the functions ϕ and £nϕ on Σt represent the
Cauchy data for Eq. (2), which is free.
At the quantum level, the scalar field and its conjugate

momentum πðxÞ ≔
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
detðγijÞ

p
£nϕðxÞ are promoted to self-

adjoint field operators ϕ̂ðxÞ and π̂ðxÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
detðγijÞ

p
£nϕ̂ðxÞ

acting on an abstract Hilbert space H . These operators
satisfy the standard equal time commutation relations

½ϕ̂ðt; x⃗Þ; π̂ðt; y⃗Þ' ¼ iδð3Þðx⃗ − y⃗Þ;

½ϕ̂ðt; x⃗Þ; ϕ̂ðt; y⃗Þ' ¼ ½π̂ðt; x⃗Þ; π̂ðt; y⃗Þ' ¼ 0; ð6Þ

for all ðt; x⃗Þ; ðt; y⃗Þ ∈ Σt and ϕ̂ðxÞ satisfying the Klein-
Gordon equation (2). Note that we follow a canonical
quantization scheme, and we are working in the Heisenberg
representation, where the evolution is codified in the
operators and the state vectors remain independent of time.
Instead of the field operator ϕ̂ðxÞ, which is really an
operator-valued distribution on M, it is sometimes con-
venient to work with its “smeared-out” versions, given by
the operators

âðfÞ ≔ ðϕ̂; fÞ; f ∈ X; ð7Þ

3The regime of applicability of semiclassical gravity is an open
question, due mainly to the fact that we do not have access to a
complete, satisfactory theory of quantum gravity. See the dis-
cussion in Ref. [101], Sec. II A (and references therein), for a
critical examination of the origin of the semiclassical equations.
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with ð·; ·Þ the same inner product as in Eq. (4), such that the
definition is again independent of the choice of the Cauchy
surface and âðfÞ is constant in time. Because ϕ̂ ¼ ϕ̂† is
self-adjoint, it follows that â†ðfÞ ¼ −ðϕ̂; f$Þ ¼ −âðf$Þ
and the commutation relations (6) imply

½âðfÞ; âðgÞ†& ¼ ðg; fÞ; ½âðfÞ; âðgÞ& ¼ −ðg$; fÞ; ð8Þ

for all f; g ∈ X.
For the following, we make the important assumption

that the space of complex-valued, classical solutions X of
the Klein-Gordon equation (2) can be decomposed in the
form [102]

X ¼ Xþ ⊕ X$
þ; ð9Þ

with the subspace Xþ consisting of solutions with positive
norm [that is, ðf; fÞ > 0 for all f ∈ Xþ with f ≠ 0] and its
complex conjugate X$

þ being orthogonal to it, such that
ðf; g$Þ ¼ 0 for all f; g ∈ Xþ.

4 For a detailed discussion on
the validity and uniqueness of this decomposition, we refer
the reader to Ref. [103]. For a generic spacetime manifold
ðM; ds2Þ, it does not seem clear if a split of this kind exists
and is unique; however, for static or stationary spacetimes,
i.e., those admitting a globally defined timelike Killing
vector field, the decomposition of X exists, and, moreover,
the “energy requirement” of Ref. [103] selects a preferred
one. Under these assumptions, the vacuum state (which in
general depends on the choice of the decomposition) can be
characterized as the state j0i ∈ H for which h0j0i ¼ 1 and
âðfÞj0i ¼ 0 for all f ∈ Xþ in the preferred decomposition.
The particular case for which ðM; ds2Þ is static will be
reviewed in the next section. In this case, the natural choice
for Xþ satisfying the energy requirement can be con-
structed directly from the space of “positive-frequency”
solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation (2).
To proceed, it is convenient to work with an ortho-

normal set of basis functions f1; f2;… ∈ Xþ, such that
ðfI; fJÞ ¼ δIJ, which are usually refereed to as the mode
functions, and to introduce the corresponding creation and
annihilation operators

âI ≔ âðfIÞ; â†I ≔ â†ðfIÞ; ð10Þ

which, by virtue of Eq. (8) and the decomposition (9),
fulfill the commutation relations

½âI; â†J& ¼ δIJ; ½âI; âJ& ¼ 0: ð11Þ

In terms of the operators âI and â†I , the field operator ϕ̂ðxÞ
can be decomposed as

ϕ̂ðxÞ ¼
X

I

½âIfIðxÞ þ â†I f
$
I ðxÞ&; ð12Þ

which allows one to disentangle the field properties,
codified in the spacetime functions fIðxÞ and f$I ðxÞ, from
the time-independent quantum operators âI and â†I . Notice
that this decomposition is not unique, and any choice of the
orthonormal set of basis functions works equally well.
The Hilbert spaceH can now be constructed (à la Fock)

by successive applications of creation operators on the
vacuum state. A generic element in the base of the Fock
construction can be written in the form

jN1; N2;…i ¼ ðâ†1ÞN1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N1!

p ðâ†2ÞN2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N2!

p …j0i; ð13Þ

with N1; N2;… non-negative integer numbers such thatP
I NI is finite. Using the commutation relations (11), one

easily shows that the basis vectors (13) are normalized and
mutually orthogonal and that

â†KjN1;…NK;…i¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
NK þ 1

p
jN1;…;NK þ 1;…i; ð14aÞ

âKjN1;…; NK;…i ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
NK

p
jN1;…; NK − 1;…i: ð14bÞ

Furthermore, the states (13) are eigenvectors of the
particle number operator N̂K ≔ â†KâK, such that
N̂KjN1;…;NK;…i¼NKjN1;…;NK;…i, with NK repre-
senting the number of particles in the Kth mode, and thus
the states (13) describe a system of N ¼

P
I NI identical

quantum particles, with N1 of them in the one-particle state
corresponding to mode 1, N2 of them in the state corre-
sponding to mode 2, and so on. Note that the expectation
value of the field operator ϕ̂ðxÞ vanishes when evaluated
on a state with a definite number of particles, i.e.,
hN1; N2;…jϕ̂ðxÞjN1; N2;…i ¼ 0, although this does not
imply that the expectation value of the stress energy-
momentum tensor also vanishes, as we will see later.
Because the creation operators â†I commute with each other,
these states are totally symmetric, and thus the particles
satisfy the Bose-Einstein statistics and describe bosons.
An arbitrary (pure) state in the Hilbert space H can be

expressed as a linear combination of the elements in the
Fock construction,

jψi ¼
X∞

N1;N2;…¼0

ðCN1N2…ÞjN1; N2;…i; ð15Þ

with CN1N2… arbitrary complex numbers such thatP∞
N1;N2;…¼0 jCN1N2…j2 ¼ 1. A case of particular interest

consists of the coherent states, defined as those elements of
H that saturate the quantum uncertainty principle and most
closely resemble a classical field excitation; see, e.g., p. 97

4Given the properties of the inner product, the elements of X$
þ

have negative norm; however, this will not be relevant for what
follows.
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coupled to the semiclassical Einstein equations, where the
expectation value of the stress energy-momentum tensor
operator acts as the source term on its right-hand side.
In this article, we introduce a well-defined operational
program that deals with free quantum fields acting as
sources of stationary spacetimes. Our program relies on the
semiclassical self-consistent configurations proposed in
Ref. [68], and it can be summarized into three steps:

(i) Consider a stationary, globally hyperbolic back-
ground spacetime on which the free quantum fields
are defined. The assumption of stationarity allows
one to introduce a preferred space of “positive-
norm” solutions of the matter field equations, hence
a preferred vacuum state. This in turn provides a
well-defined theory for the quantum fields, which
we describe in terms of a Fock space representation.
In particular, field operators can be written (for-
mally) as linear combinations of creation and
annihilation operators, wherein the “coefficients”
are mode functions fIðxÞ that solve the classical
complex field equations.

(ii) Compute the expectation value hT̂μνi of the stress
energy-momentum tensor operator with respect to a
given state in the Fock space. In order to do so, we
need a regularization and renormalization prescrip-
tion that removes the ill-defined ultraviolet behavior
of the theory, leading to sensible finite outcomes. To
achieve this, in this work, we impose normal order-
ing. More sophisticated approaches include, e.g.,
adiabatic subtraction [69] and Pauli-Villars renorm-
alization [70–72], although we expect the differences
between such methods and ours to be suppressed in
the limit of large occupation numbers, as we consider
in our configurations, which we also assume to be far
from the Planck scale. More generally, we can also
compute a statistical average by tracing T̂μν with a
density operator. This offers the interesting possibil-
ity of considering, for instance, thermal states with a
given temperature.

(iii) Solve the semiclassical Einstein equations Gμν ¼
8πGhT̂μνi sourced by the expectation value (or
statistical average) of the (renormalized) stress en-
ergy-momentum tensor. This step takes into account
the backreaction of the quantum fields on the
classical geometry.

Of course, one of the main difficulties of this approach is
that the exact spacetime geometry is not known a priori
in step i, and it has to be constructed in a self-consistent
way together with the other two steps. For the purpose of
illustration, we will restrict our attention to the case in
which matter consists of a single, free, minimally coupled
real scalar field, although more involved situations can also
be explored, including quantum fields of higher rank. (The
case of a complex scalar field is analyzed in an Appendix.)
In order to simplify the analysis, we shall further

concentrate on static, spherically symmetric configura-
tions, but a generalization of our formalism to describe
stationary and axisymmetric rotating objects should be
possible. In particular, as we show, in the static case, the
semiclassical EKG equations can be reduced to a system of
self-gravitating classical complex scalar fields with har-
monic time-dependency of the form e−iωI t, which leads to a
nonlinear multieigenvalue problem for the frequencies ωI .
These “classical” fields arise from the mode functions
fIðxÞ that appear in the decomposition of the field operator
and represent the “wave functions” of individual particles
in first quantization. Such problems were treated in the
Newtonian limit long ago; see, for example, the seminal
work by Lieb [73] or Ref. [74] for more recent work in this
direction.
In the static case, the resulting semiclassical solutions can

be interpreted as describing equilibrium self-gravitating
objects made of bosons. Specifically, we construct general
boson star configurations in spherical symmetry, for
which the number of particles in the different energy levels
is definite. These objects interpolate between standard
boson stars [1–14], whose particles all lie in the lowest
possible energy configuration, to more general situations
where the particles are accommodated in states with higher
energy and angular momentum, which include l-boson
stars [75–79] and multistate boson stars [49–51], as well as
new configurations obtained in this article: multi-l multi-
state boson stars. As we show, these constitute the most
general solutions to the static, spherically symmetric,
semiclassical real EKG system for which the total number
of particles is definite (we shall refer to these configurations
as N-particle systems in this paper) and encompasses the
previous boson star solutions reported in the literature. A
family tree of these solutions is provided in Table II, where
we show how they are connected to each other. A relevant
question is whether or not such configurations in which
particles populate not only the ground state but also higher
energy levels, are stable. For instance, it has been found
that boson stars with l ¼ 0 including only excited states
are unstable [6]. However, as discussed in Refs. [49–51], a
possible mechanism of stabilization is to have a suitable
combination of particles in the ground and higher energy
states.1 These multistate configurations arise naturally
within our semiclassical description. See Refs. [81–83]
for l-boson stars in the Newtonian limit and also
Refs. [84,85] for related configurations which include
particles in the excited states.
Before we proceed with the construction of these objects,

some words are needed regarding the relation between the
classical and quantum descriptions of boson stars. Classical
fields emerge from quantum theories in the limit when
the quantum fluctuations become negligible. This limit is

1See also Ref. [80] for a stabilization mechanism that includes
another type of matter.
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of Ref. [104] for a brief description of the coherent states in
the context of the single-particle quantum harmonic oscil-
lator and Refs. [105,106] for comprehensive reviews. In the
context of a field theory, they are usually referred as Glauber
states [107] and are defined as the eigenstates of the (non-
Hermitian) annihilation operators âI ,

âKjα1; α2;…i ¼ αKjα1; α2;…i; ð16Þ

with αK being in general complex numbers. Note that,
contrary to what happens for the states with a definite
number of particles, the expectation value of the
scalar field does not vanish when evaluated on a coherent
state, where we obtain hα1;α2;…jϕ̂ðxÞjα1; α2;…i ¼P

I½αIfIðxÞ þ α&I f
&
I ðxÞ', which is a solution to the

classical Klein-Gordon equation (2). This is not surpris-
ing and actually is a consequence of Ehrenfest’s theorem
and the fact that we are dealing with a linear theory, so the
expectation value of the field operator ϕ̂ðxÞ always
satisfies the classical equations of motion.

B. Semiclassical gravity

So far, we have ignored the backreaction of the quantum
fields, and we have assumed that the spacetime background
is given a priori. However, according to general relativity,
the spacetime metric is determined dynamically by the
distribution of matter through Einstein’s field equations, for
which a (classical) stress energy-momentum tensor is
required. One possibility to address this problem is to
follow an effective field theory approach where, starting
from the generating functional Z½J; Tμν' (with J and Tμν

external sources of ϕ and gμν), one expands the effective
action Γ½ϕ; g' at tree level in gravitons and one loop in
matter fields [64–67] (see also Ref. [108] for a derivation of
the quantum corrected equations of motion of the metric in
terms of an analysis of graviton fluctuations). The resulting
theory is known as semiclassical gravity, where, in addition
to the quantum field theory summarized in Sec. II A, one
enforces Einstein’s equations sourced by the expectation
value of the stress energy-momentum tensor [57,58],

Gμν ¼ 8πGhT̂μνi: ð17Þ

Here, Gμν is the Einstein tensor, and hT̂μνi ¼ hψ jT̂μνjψi
denotes the expectation value of the stress energy-
momentum operator when evaluated on an arbitrary state
jψi in H . Further details on how to solve this problem
based on the notion of semiclassical self-consistent con-
figurations introduced in Ref. [68] will be given below. For
recent rigorous results on the initial-value problem for
semiclassical gravity, see, for instance, Refs. [109–112].
For the case of a real free massive scalar field, the

operator associated with the stress energy-momentum
tensor takes the form

T̂μν ¼ ð∇μϕ̂Þð∇νϕ̂Þ −
1

2
gμν½ð∇αϕ̂Þð∇αϕ̂Þ þm0

2ϕ̂ ϕ̂': ð18Þ

It is important to notice that this quantity is quadratic in field
operators and that it contains products of these operators
evaluated at the same spacetime point. Since ϕ̂ is a
distribution, these products are not mathematically well
defined, and this problem manifests itself as divergences
when computing the right-hand side of Eq. (17). Some
regularization and renormalization prescription is needed in
order to subtract the ill-defined ultraviolet behavior from the
expectation value of higher order operators, providing
sensible finite results. On the one hand, this requires the
introduction of counterterms into the effective action, in such
a way that the divergences that appear in the free theory are
absorbed into the cosmological constant, Newton’s gravita-
tional constant, and the coupling constants accompanying
quadratic curvature scalars such as R2 and RμνRμν [58]
(which are expected to be suppressed in the low energy
regime and we do not include here).5 On the other hand, this
also leads to a finite contribution to the expectation value of
the stress energy-momentum tensor originating from the
structure of the vacuum itself, that, even if interesting in its
own right, will not be explored in more detail in the present
paper (this contribution is expected to be suppressed for
large occupation numbers, and this is what we assume in the
following.) In practice, this corresponds to assuming normal
(Wick) ordering and writing, e.g., ∶âIâ†I∶ ¼ â†I âI in our
expressions, moving all the creation operators to the left.
Introducing the field decomposition (12) in terms of the

creation and annihilation operators into the expression for
the stress energy-momentum tensor (18), one obtains

T̂μν ¼
1

2

X

I;J

½âIâJTμνðfI; fJÞ þ â†I âJTμνðf&I ; fJÞ þ H:c:':

ð19Þ

As usual, H.c. stands for Hermitian conjugation, and to
abbreviate the notation, we have defined

TμνðfI; fJÞ ≔ ð∇μfIÞð∇νfJÞ þ ð∇νfIÞð∇μfJÞ
− gμν½ð∇αfIÞð∇αfJÞ þm0

2fIfJ'; ð20Þ

such that TμνðfI; f&I Þ is the stress energy-momentum
tensor corresponding to a classical complex scalar field
of amplitude fIðxÞ. With the normal order we have
imposed, Eq. (19) provides sensible results. In particular,
for coherent states such as (16), one has hâIâJi ¼ αIαJ and
hâ†I âJi ¼ α&IαJ, and the expectation value of the stress

5The observed value of the cosmological constant is so small
that its relevance at local scales is negligible, and for that reason,
we will not include this term in our analysis either.
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with αK being in general complex numbers. Note that,
contrary to what happens for the states with a definite
number of particles, the expectation value of the
scalar field does not vanish when evaluated on a coherent
state, where we obtain hα1;α2;…jϕ̂ðxÞjα1; α2;…i ¼P
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classical Klein-Gordon equation (2). This is not surpris-
ing and actually is a consequence of Ehrenfest’s theorem
and the fact that we are dealing with a linear theory, so the
expectation value of the field operator ϕ̂ðxÞ always
satisfies the classical equations of motion.

B. Semiclassical gravity

So far, we have ignored the backreaction of the quantum
fields, and we have assumed that the spacetime background
is given a priori. However, according to general relativity,
the spacetime metric is determined dynamically by the
distribution of matter through Einstein’s field equations, for
which a (classical) stress energy-momentum tensor is
required. One possibility to address this problem is to
follow an effective field theory approach where, starting
from the generating functional Z½J; Tμν' (with J and Tμν

external sources of ϕ and gμν), one expands the effective
action Γ½ϕ; g' at tree level in gravitons and one loop in
matter fields [64–67] (see also Ref. [108] for a derivation of
the quantum corrected equations of motion of the metric in
terms of an analysis of graviton fluctuations). The resulting
theory is known as semiclassical gravity, where, in addition
to the quantum field theory summarized in Sec. II A, one
enforces Einstein’s equations sourced by the expectation
value of the stress energy-momentum tensor [57,58],

Gμν ¼ 8πGhT̂μνi: ð17Þ

Here, Gμν is the Einstein tensor, and hT̂μνi ¼ hψ jT̂μνjψi
denotes the expectation value of the stress energy-
momentum operator when evaluated on an arbitrary state
jψi in H . Further details on how to solve this problem
based on the notion of semiclassical self-consistent con-
figurations introduced in Ref. [68] will be given below. For
recent rigorous results on the initial-value problem for
semiclassical gravity, see, for instance, Refs. [109–112].
For the case of a real free massive scalar field, the

operator associated with the stress energy-momentum
tensor takes the form
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gμν½ð∇αϕ̂Þð∇αϕ̂Þ þm0

2ϕ̂ ϕ̂': ð18Þ

It is important to notice that this quantity is quadratic in field
operators and that it contains products of these operators
evaluated at the same spacetime point. Since ϕ̂ is a
distribution, these products are not mathematically well
defined, and this problem manifests itself as divergences
when computing the right-hand side of Eq. (17). Some
regularization and renormalization prescription is needed in
order to subtract the ill-defined ultraviolet behavior from the
expectation value of higher order operators, providing
sensible finite results. On the one hand, this requires the
introduction of counterterms into the effective action, in such
a way that the divergences that appear in the free theory are
absorbed into the cosmological constant, Newton’s gravita-
tional constant, and the coupling constants accompanying
quadratic curvature scalars such as R2 and RμνRμν [58]
(which are expected to be suppressed in the low energy
regime and we do not include here).5 On the other hand, this
also leads to a finite contribution to the expectation value of
the stress energy-momentum tensor originating from the
structure of the vacuum itself, that, even if interesting in its
own right, will not be explored in more detail in the present
paper (this contribution is expected to be suppressed for
large occupation numbers, and this is what we assume in the
following.) In practice, this corresponds to assuming normal
(Wick) ordering and writing, e.g., ∶âIâ†I∶ ¼ â†I âI in our
expressions, moving all the creation operators to the left.
Introducing the field decomposition (12) in terms of the

creation and annihilation operators into the expression for
the stress energy-momentum tensor (18), one obtains
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As usual, H.c. stands for Hermitian conjugation, and to
abbreviate the notation, we have defined
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such that TμνðfI; f&I Þ is the stress energy-momentum
tensor corresponding to a classical complex scalar field
of amplitude fIðxÞ. With the normal order we have
imposed, Eq. (19) provides sensible results. In particular,
for coherent states such as (16), one has hâIâJi ¼ αIαJ and
hâ†I âJi ¼ α&IαJ, and the expectation value of the stress

5The observed value of the cosmological constant is so small
that its relevance at local scales is negligible, and for that reason,
we will not include this term in our analysis either.
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expectation value of the field operator ϕ̂ðxÞ always
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own right, will not be explored in more detail in the present
paper (this contribution is expected to be suppressed for
large occupation numbers, and this is what we assume in the
following.) In practice, this corresponds to assuming normal
(Wick) ordering and writing, e.g., ∶âIâ†I∶ ¼ â†I âI in our
expressions, moving all the creation operators to the left.
Introducing the field decomposition (12) in terms of the

creation and annihilation operators into the expression for
the stress energy-momentum tensor (18), one obtains

T̂μν ¼
1

2

X

I;J

½âIâJTμνðfI; fJÞ þ â†I âJTμνðf&I ; fJÞ þ H:c:':

ð19Þ

As usual, H.c. stands for Hermitian conjugation, and to
abbreviate the notation, we have defined

TμνðfI; fJÞ ≔ ð∇μfIÞð∇νfJÞ þ ð∇νfIÞð∇μfJÞ
− gμν½ð∇αfIÞð∇αfJÞ þm0

2fIfJ'; ð20Þ

such that TμνðfI; f&I Þ is the stress energy-momentum
tensor corresponding to a classical complex scalar field
of amplitude fIðxÞ. With the normal order we have
imposed, Eq. (19) provides sensible results. In particular,
for coherent states such as (16), one has hâIâJi ¼ αIαJ and
hâ†I âJi ¼ α&IαJ, and the expectation value of the stress

5The observed value of the cosmological constant is so small
that its relevance at local scales is negligible, and for that reason,
we will not include this term in our analysis either.
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energy-momentum tensor operator takes the same
form as its classical counterpart with ϕclðxÞ ¼ hϕ̂ðxÞi ¼P

I½αIfIðxÞ þ α&I f
&
I ðxÞ', that is,

hα1; α2;…jT̂μνjα1;α2;…i ¼ 1

2
Tμνðϕcl;ϕclÞ; ð21Þ

where the factor 1=2 on the right hand side of Eq. (21)
is due to the difference in the definition of the stress
energy-momentum tensor of a real and a complex field
[cf. Eqs. (19) and (B2)]. For a state with a definite number
of particles of the form (13) we have, however, hâIâJi ¼ 0

and hâ†I âJi ¼ NIδIJ, and the expectation value of the stress
energy-momentum tensor reduces to

hN1; N2;…jT̂μνjN1; N2;…i ¼
X

I

NITμνðfI; f&I Þ; ð22Þ

which is also finite and equal to the weighted sum over the
stress energy-momentum tensors TμνðfI; f&I Þ associated
with each mode function fIðxÞ. Note that there is no analog
of Eq. (22) in the classical real scalar field theory; this is
because the eigenstates (13) of the particle number operator
satisfy hϕ̂ðxÞi ¼ 0, and in this case, quantum fluctuations
½hϕ̂2ðxÞi − hϕ̂ðxÞi2'1=2 source the entire stress energy-
momentum tensor (22). Note also the different purpose
that the mode functions fIðxÞ serve in Eqs. (21) and (22);
whereas in the former expression they are associated with
the excitations of a classical field, in the latter, they represent
the wave functions of the quantum particles, which can be
also interpreted as N equal classical complex independent
fields.

C. Statistical ensembles

Up to now, we have restricted our attention to pure states,
corresponding to rays in Hilbert space. More generally, one
may consider a statistical ensemble described by a density
operator ρ̂, that is, a self-adjoint non-negative operator ρ̂ ¼
ρ̂† ≥ 0 of unit trace Trðρ̂Þ ¼ 1. For the particular case in
which this operator is diagonal with respect to the eigen-
vectors (13) of the particle number operator, ρ̂ has the
representation

ρ̂ ¼
X

N1;N2;…

ðpN1N2…ÞjN1; N2;…ihN1; N2;…j; ð23Þ

with the probabilities 0 ≤ pN1N2… ≤ 1 satisfying
P

N1;N2;…

ðpN1N2…Þ ¼ 1. Although this does not describe the most
general situation, it is sufficient to describe, e.g., equilibrium
systems at constant temperature T, in which case the
probabilities pN1N2… are subject to the Bose-Einstein
thermal equilibrium distribution. A more detailed analysis
of such thermal configurations lies beyond the scope of this
article and will be studied in future work.

When dealing with mixed states, one needs to replace the
expectation value that appears in the semiclassical Einstein
equations (17) with the statistically averaged stress energy-
momentum tensor hT̂μνistat ¼ Trðρ̂T̂μνÞ, with Tr denoting
the trace. For a statistical ensemble of the form (23), it
follows that

Trðρ̂T̂μνÞ ¼
X

I

hNIistatTμνðfI; f&I Þ: ð24Þ

This has the same form as the right-hand side of Eq. (22),
with NI replaced with its statistical average

hNIistat ≔
X

N1;N2;…

ðpN1N2…ÞNI; ð25Þ

and the previous result (22) is recovered by choosing all the
pN1N2…’s equal to zero except for p0;…;NI ;0;… ¼ 1.

D. Semiclassical self-consistent configurations

In order to address a problem in semiclassical
gravity it is convenient to introduce the notion of semi-
classical self-consistent configurations [68] (see also
Refs. [112,113]). A semiclassical self-consistent configu-
ration fM; ds2; ϕ̂ðxÞ; π̂ðxÞ;H ; jψi ∈ H g consists of: (a)
a spacetime manifoldM equipped with a metric ds2, (b) a
quantum field theory ϕ̂ðxÞ, π̂ðxÞ with the Hilbert space H
defined on this fixed classical background geometry, and
(c) a state jψi inH such that the Klein-Gordon equation (2)
and the semiclassical Einstein equations (17) are satisfied
simultaneously at every point in the spacetime. This is a
nontrivial task; in order to construct the Hilbert space H ,
we need to determine the subspace Xþ of positive norm
solutions fIðxÞ of the Klein-Gordon equation (2), and these
solutions depend on the spacetime background which is
obtained by solving the semiclassical Einstein equa-
tions (17), so that both the metric field and the quantum
state need to be determined in a self-consistent way. In the
case when the quantum theory consists of a real scalar field,
we will say that a semiclassical self-consistent configura-
tion constitutes a solution to the semiclassical real EKG
theory (2) and (17).
Having said this, we have identified three scenarios

for which the expectation value hT̂μνi of the stress
energy-momentum tensor operator has a special structure:
(i) coherent states (16), for which hT̂μνi is equal to the stress
energy-momentum tensor of the corresponding classical
solution hϕ̂ðxÞi ¼

P
I½αIfIðxÞ þ α&I f

&
I ðxÞ', saturating the

quantum uncertainty principle; (ii) states with a definite
number of particles (13), for which hT̂μνi is sourced by
quantum fluctuations and represents a weighted sum over
the classical stress energy-momentum tensors associated
with the complex fields fIðxÞ; and (iii) statistical ensembles
described by a density operator ρ̂ of the form (23), for which
the statistical average Trðρ̂T̂μνÞ yields again a weighted sum
of classical stress energy-momentum tensors. In the first
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• Step 3:

coupled to the semiclassical Einstein equations, where the
expectation value of the stress energy-momentum tensor
operator acts as the source term on its right-hand side.
In this article, we introduce a well-defined operational
program that deals with free quantum fields acting as
sources of stationary spacetimes. Our program relies on the
semiclassical self-consistent configurations proposed in
Ref. [68], and it can be summarized into three steps:

(i) Consider a stationary, globally hyperbolic back-
ground spacetime on which the free quantum fields
are defined. The assumption of stationarity allows
one to introduce a preferred space of “positive-
norm” solutions of the matter field equations, hence
a preferred vacuum state. This in turn provides a
well-defined theory for the quantum fields, which
we describe in terms of a Fock space representation.
In particular, field operators can be written (for-
mally) as linear combinations of creation and
annihilation operators, wherein the “coefficients”
are mode functions fIðxÞ that solve the classical
complex field equations.

(ii) Compute the expectation value hT̂μνi of the stress
energy-momentum tensor operator with respect to a
given state in the Fock space. In order to do so, we
need a regularization and renormalization prescrip-
tion that removes the ill-defined ultraviolet behavior
of the theory, leading to sensible finite outcomes. To
achieve this, in this work, we impose normal order-
ing. More sophisticated approaches include, e.g.,
adiabatic subtraction [69] and Pauli-Villars renorm-
alization [70–72], although we expect the differences
between such methods and ours to be suppressed in
the limit of large occupation numbers, as we consider
in our configurations, which we also assume to be far
from the Planck scale. More generally, we can also
compute a statistical average by tracing T̂μν with a
density operator. This offers the interesting possibil-
ity of considering, for instance, thermal states with a
given temperature.

(iii) Solve the semiclassical Einstein equations Gμν ¼
8πGhT̂μνi sourced by the expectation value (or
statistical average) of the (renormalized) stress en-
ergy-momentum tensor. This step takes into account
the backreaction of the quantum fields on the
classical geometry.

Of course, one of the main difficulties of this approach is
that the exact spacetime geometry is not known a priori
in step i, and it has to be constructed in a self-consistent
way together with the other two steps. For the purpose of
illustration, we will restrict our attention to the case in
which matter consists of a single, free, minimally coupled
real scalar field, although more involved situations can also
be explored, including quantum fields of higher rank. (The
case of a complex scalar field is analyzed in an Appendix.)
In order to simplify the analysis, we shall further

concentrate on static, spherically symmetric configura-
tions, but a generalization of our formalism to describe
stationary and axisymmetric rotating objects should be
possible. In particular, as we show, in the static case, the
semiclassical EKG equations can be reduced to a system of
self-gravitating classical complex scalar fields with har-
monic time-dependency of the form e−iωI t, which leads to a
nonlinear multieigenvalue problem for the frequencies ωI .
These “classical” fields arise from the mode functions
fIðxÞ that appear in the decomposition of the field operator
and represent the “wave functions” of individual particles
in first quantization. Such problems were treated in the
Newtonian limit long ago; see, for example, the seminal
work by Lieb [73] or Ref. [74] for more recent work in this
direction.
In the static case, the resulting semiclassical solutions can

be interpreted as describing equilibrium self-gravitating
objects made of bosons. Specifically, we construct general
boson star configurations in spherical symmetry, for
which the number of particles in the different energy levels
is definite. These objects interpolate between standard
boson stars [1–14], whose particles all lie in the lowest
possible energy configuration, to more general situations
where the particles are accommodated in states with higher
energy and angular momentum, which include l-boson
stars [75–79] and multistate boson stars [49–51], as well as
new configurations obtained in this article: multi-l multi-
state boson stars. As we show, these constitute the most
general solutions to the static, spherically symmetric,
semiclassical real EKG system for which the total number
of particles is definite (we shall refer to these configurations
as N-particle systems in this paper) and encompasses the
previous boson star solutions reported in the literature. A
family tree of these solutions is provided in Table II, where
we show how they are connected to each other. A relevant
question is whether or not such configurations in which
particles populate not only the ground state but also higher
energy levels, are stable. For instance, it has been found
that boson stars with l ¼ 0 including only excited states
are unstable [6]. However, as discussed in Refs. [49–51], a
possible mechanism of stabilization is to have a suitable
combination of particles in the ground and higher energy
states.1 These multistate configurations arise naturally
within our semiclassical description. See Refs. [81–83]
for l-boson stars in the Newtonian limit and also
Refs. [84,85] for related configurations which include
particles in the excited states.
Before we proceed with the construction of these objects,

some words are needed regarding the relation between the
classical and quantum descriptions of boson stars. Classical
fields emerge from quantum theories in the limit when
the quantum fluctuations become negligible. This limit is

1See also Ref. [80] for a stabilization mechanism that includes
another type of matter.
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Static space-time

case, the semiclassical system is identical to the classical
EKG system for the single, real, free, minimally coupled
scalar field

P
I½αIfIðxÞ þ α%I f

%
I ðxÞ&. In the second and third

cases, the semiclassical equations are equivalent to the
classical EKG system for a family of noninteracting,
complex, free, minimally coupled scalar fields fIðxÞ which
need to form an orthonormal set of basis functions of the
subspace Xþ of positive norm solutions of the Klein-
Gordon equation. Note the different roles that the mode
functions fIðxÞ play: in scenario i, they combine into a
single real field, whereas in scenarios ii and iii, they all
constitute independent complex fields. In this paper, we
concentrate mainly on scenarios ii and iii; however, we also
discuss scenario i for the case of a complex scalar field in
Appendix B.
Up to this point in the presentation, we have intended to

provide the reader with a general perspective of the
problem of self-gravitating boson systems in the semi-
classical theory. In the remainder of this article, we focus on
static configurations, in which case there is a well-defined
way of performing the decomposition (9).

III. STATIC CASE

In addition to being globally hyperbolic, we now assume
the spacetime ðM; ds2Þ to be static, which implies that
there exists a preferred foliation M ¼ R × Σ of the
spacetime manifold such that the metric has the form

ds2 ¼ −α2ðx⃗Þdt2 þ γijðx⃗Þdxidxj; ð26Þ

i.e., the shift vector is zero, βi ¼ 0, and the lapse function
α > 0 and the induced three-metric γij only depend on the
spatial coordinates x⃗ on Σ. Introducing this ansatz into the
Klein-Gordon equation (2), we obtain

∂2tϕ − αDiðαDiϕÞ þ α2m0
2ϕ ¼ 0; ð27Þ

where ∂t ≔ ∂=∂t is the partial derivative with respect to the
time coordinate and Di denotes the covariant derivative
operator associated with the induced metric γij. This
equation contains no crossed terms of the form ∂tDi and
suggests the following ansatz for the basis functions,

fIðt; x⃗Þ ¼
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ωI

p e−iωI tuIðx⃗Þ; ð28Þ

with ωI > 0 and uI a complex-valued function6 of the
spatial coordinates x⃗ only and where the factor 1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ωI

p
has

been introduced for future convenience. In this case, the

Klein-Gordon equation (27) leads to the following eigen-
value problem for the square of the frequency ωI

2:

HuI ≔ −αDjðαDjuIÞ þ α2m0
2uI ¼ ωI

2uI: ð29Þ

The linear operator H is formally self-adjoint on the
Hilbert space Y of square-integrable functions u∶Σ → C,
with scalar product

hu1; u2i ≔
Z

Σ
u%1ðx⃗Þu2ðx⃗Þ

dγ
αðx⃗Þ

; u1; u2 ∈ Y: ð30Þ

Indeed, one can check that, for a suitable definition of the
domain DðHÞ of the operator incorporating appropriate
regularity and fall-off conditions, we have hu1; Hu2i ¼
hHu1; u2i for all u1; u2 ∈ DðHÞ. Furthermore,

hu;Hui ¼
Z

Σ
ðjDuðx⃗Þj2 þm0

2juðx⃗Þj2Þαðx⃗Þdγ; ð31Þ

which is strictly positive for all u ∈ DðHÞ different from
zero. Hence, H is a symmetric positive operator, and since
it commutes with complex conjugation, Neumann’s theo-
rem (see Theorem X.3 in Ref. [114]) implies that it
possesses a positive self-adjoint extension. This offers
the possibility of studying the eigenvalue problem (29)
using the powerful tools of spectral theory for self-adjoint
operators [115–117].
In the following, we shall assume H has a discrete

spectrum with corresponding eigenvalues 0<ω2
1≤ω2

2≤…,
and associated eigenfunctions u1; u2;…, which can be
chosen such that

huI; uJi ¼ δIJ; I; J ¼ 1; 2;…: ð32Þ

Each of these eigenfunctions gives rise to a (complex-
valued) solution of the Klein-Gordon equation of the form
(28), which together with its complex conjugate solution
f%I ðt; x⃗Þ can easily be verified to satisfy the following
properties,

ðfI; fJÞ ¼ −ðf%I ; f%JÞ ¼ δIJ; ðfI; f%JÞ ¼ 0; ð33Þ

where ð·; ·Þ denotes the inner product defined in Eq. (4).
If H has a pure discrete spectrum, then the functions uI

provide an orthonormal basis for Y, and the functions fI and
f%I defined by Eq. (28) provide a basis of complex-valued
classical solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation, spanning
the spaces of positive-frequency and “negative-frequency”
solutions, respectively, which give rise to the spaces Xþ and
X%
þ of the decomposition (9). Notice that this choice of the

decomposition makes essential use of the staticity of the
spacetime, i.e., the existence of the globally defined hyper-
surface-orthogonal timelike Killing vector field ζ ¼ ∂t,
where the functions fI spanning the space Xþ have the

6Due to the fact that the operator H is real, we could in fact
assume that the functions uI are real valued. However, for later
convenience (see Sec. IV), we shall only assume that the complex
conjugate u%I of uI is proportional to another member of the same
basis, which we call uI0 . Note that ωI ¼ ωI0 .
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case, the semiclassical system is identical to the classical
EKG system for the single, real, free, minimally coupled
scalar field

P
I½αIfIðxÞ þ α%I f

%
I ðxÞ&. In the second and third

cases, the semiclassical equations are equivalent to the
classical EKG system for a family of noninteracting,
complex, free, minimally coupled scalar fields fIðxÞ which
need to form an orthonormal set of basis functions of the
subspace Xþ of positive norm solutions of the Klein-
Gordon equation. Note the different roles that the mode
functions fIðxÞ play: in scenario i, they combine into a
single real field, whereas in scenarios ii and iii, they all
constitute independent complex fields. In this paper, we
concentrate mainly on scenarios ii and iii; however, we also
discuss scenario i for the case of a complex scalar field in
Appendix B.
Up to this point in the presentation, we have intended to

provide the reader with a general perspective of the
problem of self-gravitating boson systems in the semi-
classical theory. In the remainder of this article, we focus on
static configurations, in which case there is a well-defined
way of performing the decomposition (9).

III. STATIC CASE

In addition to being globally hyperbolic, we now assume
the spacetime ðM; ds2Þ to be static, which implies that
there exists a preferred foliation M ¼ R × Σ of the
spacetime manifold such that the metric has the form

ds2 ¼ −α2ðx⃗Þdt2 þ γijðx⃗Þdxidxj; ð26Þ

i.e., the shift vector is zero, βi ¼ 0, and the lapse function
α > 0 and the induced three-metric γij only depend on the
spatial coordinates x⃗ on Σ. Introducing this ansatz into the
Klein-Gordon equation (2), we obtain

∂2tϕ − αDiðαDiϕÞ þ α2m0
2ϕ ¼ 0; ð27Þ

where ∂t ≔ ∂=∂t is the partial derivative with respect to the
time coordinate and Di denotes the covariant derivative
operator associated with the induced metric γij. This
equation contains no crossed terms of the form ∂tDi and
suggests the following ansatz for the basis functions,

fIðt; x⃗Þ ¼
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ωI

p e−iωI tuIðx⃗Þ; ð28Þ

with ωI > 0 and uI a complex-valued function6 of the
spatial coordinates x⃗ only and where the factor 1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ωI

p
has

been introduced for future convenience. In this case, the

Klein-Gordon equation (27) leads to the following eigen-
value problem for the square of the frequency ωI

2:

HuI ≔ −αDjðαDjuIÞ þ α2m0
2uI ¼ ωI

2uI: ð29Þ

The linear operator H is formally self-adjoint on the
Hilbert space Y of square-integrable functions u∶Σ → C,
with scalar product

hu1; u2i ≔
Z

Σ
u%1ðx⃗Þu2ðx⃗Þ

dγ
αðx⃗Þ

; u1; u2 ∈ Y: ð30Þ

Indeed, one can check that, for a suitable definition of the
domain DðHÞ of the operator incorporating appropriate
regularity and fall-off conditions, we have hu1; Hu2i ¼
hHu1; u2i for all u1; u2 ∈ DðHÞ. Furthermore,

hu;Hui ¼
Z

Σ
ðjDuðx⃗Þj2 þm0

2juðx⃗Þj2Þαðx⃗Þdγ; ð31Þ

which is strictly positive for all u ∈ DðHÞ different from
zero. Hence, H is a symmetric positive operator, and since
it commutes with complex conjugation, Neumann’s theo-
rem (see Theorem X.3 in Ref. [114]) implies that it
possesses a positive self-adjoint extension. This offers
the possibility of studying the eigenvalue problem (29)
using the powerful tools of spectral theory for self-adjoint
operators [115–117].
In the following, we shall assume H has a discrete

spectrum with corresponding eigenvalues 0<ω2
1≤ω2

2≤…,
and associated eigenfunctions u1; u2;…, which can be
chosen such that

huI; uJi ¼ δIJ; I; J ¼ 1; 2;…: ð32Þ

Each of these eigenfunctions gives rise to a (complex-
valued) solution of the Klein-Gordon equation of the form
(28), which together with its complex conjugate solution
f%I ðt; x⃗Þ can easily be verified to satisfy the following
properties,

ðfI; fJÞ ¼ −ðf%I ; f%JÞ ¼ δIJ; ðfI; f%JÞ ¼ 0; ð33Þ

where ð·; ·Þ denotes the inner product defined in Eq. (4).
If H has a pure discrete spectrum, then the functions uI

provide an orthonormal basis for Y, and the functions fI and
f%I defined by Eq. (28) provide a basis of complex-valued
classical solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation, spanning
the spaces of positive-frequency and “negative-frequency”
solutions, respectively, which give rise to the spaces Xþ and
X%
þ of the decomposition (9). Notice that this choice of the

decomposition makes essential use of the staticity of the
spacetime, i.e., the existence of the globally defined hyper-
surface-orthogonal timelike Killing vector field ζ ¼ ∂t,
where the functions fI spanning the space Xþ have the

6Due to the fact that the operator H is real, we could in fact
assume that the functions uI are real valued. However, for later
convenience (see Sec. IV), we shall only assume that the complex
conjugate u%I of uI is proportional to another member of the same
basis, which we call uI0 . Note that ωI ¼ ωI0 .
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case, the semiclassical system is identical to the classical
EKG system for the single, real, free, minimally coupled
scalar field

P
I½αIfIðxÞ þ α%I f

%
I ðxÞ&. In the second and third

cases, the semiclassical equations are equivalent to the
classical EKG system for a family of noninteracting,
complex, free, minimally coupled scalar fields fIðxÞ which
need to form an orthonormal set of basis functions of the
subspace Xþ of positive norm solutions of the Klein-
Gordon equation. Note the different roles that the mode
functions fIðxÞ play: in scenario i, they combine into a
single real field, whereas in scenarios ii and iii, they all
constitute independent complex fields. In this paper, we
concentrate mainly on scenarios ii and iii; however, we also
discuss scenario i for the case of a complex scalar field in
Appendix B.
Up to this point in the presentation, we have intended to

provide the reader with a general perspective of the
problem of self-gravitating boson systems in the semi-
classical theory. In the remainder of this article, we focus on
static configurations, in which case there is a well-defined
way of performing the decomposition (9).

III. STATIC CASE

In addition to being globally hyperbolic, we now assume
the spacetime ðM; ds2Þ to be static, which implies that
there exists a preferred foliation M ¼ R × Σ of the
spacetime manifold such that the metric has the form

ds2 ¼ −α2ðx⃗Þdt2 þ γijðx⃗Þdxidxj; ð26Þ

i.e., the shift vector is zero, βi ¼ 0, and the lapse function
α > 0 and the induced three-metric γij only depend on the
spatial coordinates x⃗ on Σ. Introducing this ansatz into the
Klein-Gordon equation (2), we obtain

∂2tϕ − αDiðαDiϕÞ þ α2m0
2ϕ ¼ 0; ð27Þ

where ∂t ≔ ∂=∂t is the partial derivative with respect to the
time coordinate and Di denotes the covariant derivative
operator associated with the induced metric γij. This
equation contains no crossed terms of the form ∂tDi and
suggests the following ansatz for the basis functions,

fIðt; x⃗Þ ¼
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ωI

p e−iωI tuIðx⃗Þ; ð28Þ

with ωI > 0 and uI a complex-valued function6 of the
spatial coordinates x⃗ only and where the factor 1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ωI

p
has

been introduced for future convenience. In this case, the

Klein-Gordon equation (27) leads to the following eigen-
value problem for the square of the frequency ωI

2:

HuI ≔ −αDjðαDjuIÞ þ α2m0
2uI ¼ ωI

2uI: ð29Þ

The linear operator H is formally self-adjoint on the
Hilbert space Y of square-integrable functions u∶Σ → C,
with scalar product

hu1; u2i ≔
Z

Σ
u%1ðx⃗Þu2ðx⃗Þ

dγ
αðx⃗Þ

; u1; u2 ∈ Y: ð30Þ

Indeed, one can check that, for a suitable definition of the
domain DðHÞ of the operator incorporating appropriate
regularity and fall-off conditions, we have hu1; Hu2i ¼
hHu1; u2i for all u1; u2 ∈ DðHÞ. Furthermore,

hu;Hui ¼
Z

Σ
ðjDuðx⃗Þj2 þm0

2juðx⃗Þj2Þαðx⃗Þdγ; ð31Þ

which is strictly positive for all u ∈ DðHÞ different from
zero. Hence, H is a symmetric positive operator, and since
it commutes with complex conjugation, Neumann’s theo-
rem (see Theorem X.3 in Ref. [114]) implies that it
possesses a positive self-adjoint extension. This offers
the possibility of studying the eigenvalue problem (29)
using the powerful tools of spectral theory for self-adjoint
operators [115–117].
In the following, we shall assume H has a discrete

spectrum with corresponding eigenvalues 0<ω2
1≤ω2

2≤…,
and associated eigenfunctions u1; u2;…, which can be
chosen such that

huI; uJi ¼ δIJ; I; J ¼ 1; 2;…: ð32Þ

Each of these eigenfunctions gives rise to a (complex-
valued) solution of the Klein-Gordon equation of the form
(28), which together with its complex conjugate solution
f%I ðt; x⃗Þ can easily be verified to satisfy the following
properties,

ðfI; fJÞ ¼ −ðf%I ; f%JÞ ¼ δIJ; ðfI; f%JÞ ¼ 0; ð33Þ

where ð·; ·Þ denotes the inner product defined in Eq. (4).
If H has a pure discrete spectrum, then the functions uI

provide an orthonormal basis for Y, and the functions fI and
f%I defined by Eq. (28) provide a basis of complex-valued
classical solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation, spanning
the spaces of positive-frequency and “negative-frequency”
solutions, respectively, which give rise to the spaces Xþ and
X%
þ of the decomposition (9). Notice that this choice of the

decomposition makes essential use of the staticity of the
spacetime, i.e., the existence of the globally defined hyper-
surface-orthogonal timelike Killing vector field ζ ¼ ∂t,
where the functions fI spanning the space Xþ have the

6Due to the fact that the operator H is real, we could in fact
assume that the functions uI are real valued. However, for later
convenience (see Sec. IV), we shall only assume that the complex
conjugate u%I of uI is proportional to another member of the same
basis, which we call uI0 . Note that ωI ¼ ωI0 .
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case, the semiclassical system is identical to the classical
EKG system for the single, real, free, minimally coupled
scalar field

P
I½αIfIðxÞ þ α%I f

%
I ðxÞ&. In the second and third

cases, the semiclassical equations are equivalent to the
classical EKG system for a family of noninteracting,
complex, free, minimally coupled scalar fields fIðxÞ which
need to form an orthonormal set of basis functions of the
subspace Xþ of positive norm solutions of the Klein-
Gordon equation. Note the different roles that the mode
functions fIðxÞ play: in scenario i, they combine into a
single real field, whereas in scenarios ii and iii, they all
constitute independent complex fields. In this paper, we
concentrate mainly on scenarios ii and iii; however, we also
discuss scenario i for the case of a complex scalar field in
Appendix B.
Up to this point in the presentation, we have intended to

provide the reader with a general perspective of the
problem of self-gravitating boson systems in the semi-
classical theory. In the remainder of this article, we focus on
static configurations, in which case there is a well-defined
way of performing the decomposition (9).

III. STATIC CASE

In addition to being globally hyperbolic, we now assume
the spacetime ðM; ds2Þ to be static, which implies that
there exists a preferred foliation M ¼ R × Σ of the
spacetime manifold such that the metric has the form

ds2 ¼ −α2ðx⃗Þdt2 þ γijðx⃗Þdxidxj; ð26Þ

i.e., the shift vector is zero, βi ¼ 0, and the lapse function
α > 0 and the induced three-metric γij only depend on the
spatial coordinates x⃗ on Σ. Introducing this ansatz into the
Klein-Gordon equation (2), we obtain

∂2tϕ − αDiðαDiϕÞ þ α2m0
2ϕ ¼ 0; ð27Þ

where ∂t ≔ ∂=∂t is the partial derivative with respect to the
time coordinate and Di denotes the covariant derivative
operator associated with the induced metric γij. This
equation contains no crossed terms of the form ∂tDi and
suggests the following ansatz for the basis functions,

fIðt; x⃗Þ ¼
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ωI

p e−iωI tuIðx⃗Þ; ð28Þ

with ωI > 0 and uI a complex-valued function6 of the
spatial coordinates x⃗ only and where the factor 1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ωI

p
has

been introduced for future convenience. In this case, the

Klein-Gordon equation (27) leads to the following eigen-
value problem for the square of the frequency ωI

2:

HuI ≔ −αDjðαDjuIÞ þ α2m0
2uI ¼ ωI

2uI: ð29Þ

The linear operator H is formally self-adjoint on the
Hilbert space Y of square-integrable functions u∶Σ → C,
with scalar product

hu1; u2i ≔
Z

Σ
u%1ðx⃗Þu2ðx⃗Þ

dγ
αðx⃗Þ

; u1; u2 ∈ Y: ð30Þ

Indeed, one can check that, for a suitable definition of the
domain DðHÞ of the operator incorporating appropriate
regularity and fall-off conditions, we have hu1; Hu2i ¼
hHu1; u2i for all u1; u2 ∈ DðHÞ. Furthermore,

hu;Hui ¼
Z

Σ
ðjDuðx⃗Þj2 þm0

2juðx⃗Þj2Þαðx⃗Þdγ; ð31Þ

which is strictly positive for all u ∈ DðHÞ different from
zero. Hence, H is a symmetric positive operator, and since
it commutes with complex conjugation, Neumann’s theo-
rem (see Theorem X.3 in Ref. [114]) implies that it
possesses a positive self-adjoint extension. This offers
the possibility of studying the eigenvalue problem (29)
using the powerful tools of spectral theory for self-adjoint
operators [115–117].
In the following, we shall assume H has a discrete

spectrum with corresponding eigenvalues 0<ω2
1≤ω2

2≤…,
and associated eigenfunctions u1; u2;…, which can be
chosen such that

huI; uJi ¼ δIJ; I; J ¼ 1; 2;…: ð32Þ

Each of these eigenfunctions gives rise to a (complex-
valued) solution of the Klein-Gordon equation of the form
(28), which together with its complex conjugate solution
f%I ðt; x⃗Þ can easily be verified to satisfy the following
properties,

ðfI; fJÞ ¼ −ðf%I ; f%JÞ ¼ δIJ; ðfI; f%JÞ ¼ 0; ð33Þ

where ð·; ·Þ denotes the inner product defined in Eq. (4).
If H has a pure discrete spectrum, then the functions uI

provide an orthonormal basis for Y, and the functions fI and
f%I defined by Eq. (28) provide a basis of complex-valued
classical solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation, spanning
the spaces of positive-frequency and “negative-frequency”
solutions, respectively, which give rise to the spaces Xþ and
X%
þ of the decomposition (9). Notice that this choice of the

decomposition makes essential use of the staticity of the
spacetime, i.e., the existence of the globally defined hyper-
surface-orthogonal timelike Killing vector field ζ ¼ ∂t,
where the functions fI spanning the space Xþ have the

6Due to the fact that the operator H is real, we could in fact
assume that the functions uI are real valued. However, for later
convenience (see Sec. IV), we shall only assume that the complex
conjugate u%I of uI is proportional to another member of the same
basis, which we call uI0 . Note that ωI ¼ ωI0 .
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property of being eigenstates £ζfI ¼ −iωIfI of ζ ¼ ∂t with
eigenvalues −iωI, ωI > 0 (see the energy requirement of
Ref. [103] for details). If H has a discrete and continuous
spectrum (as will be the case for the boson star solutions
discussed in the next section), the eigenfunctions fI are
incomplete; however, they may be completed by consider-
ing “generalized” eigenfunctions lying outside the Hilbert
space Y, as it is usually done when dealing, for example,
with free particles in Minkowski space. Alternatively, one
can also consider “cutting off” the spatial domain Σ by
replacing it with a compact subdomain ΣR ⊂ Σ with a
smooth outer boundary ∂ΣR with large areal radius R and by
solving the eigenvalue problem (29) on ΣR with homo-
geneous Dirichlet conditions for uI on ∂ΣR. One then
obtains a pure discrete spectrum at the cost of introducing
the cutoff parameterR. However, as long asR is much larger
than the size of the configuration, one would expect
boundary effects to be negligible. Coming back to the case
of free particles in Minkowski space, this is what one
usually does when introducing a fictitious box of periodic
boundary conditions and taking the limit of infinite volume
at the end of the calculation. For the configurations that
we construct in this paper, only the discrete spectrum will be
excited.
For a static configuration as described by Eqs. (26)

and (28), the projections of the semiclassical Einstein
equations (17) normal and tangential to the hypersurface
Σ reduce to the system [cf. Eqs. (2.4.10) and (2.5.4) in
Ref. [118] ]

Rð3Þ ¼ 16πGρ; ð34aÞ

Rð3Þ
ij −

1

α
DiDjα ¼ 4πG½γijðρ − SÞ þ 2Sij&; ð34bÞ

where Rð3Þ
ij and Rð3Þ ≔ γijRð3Þ

ij refer to the three-dimensional
Ricci tensor and Ricci scalar with respect to γij and

ρ ≔ nμnνhT̂μνi; ð35aÞ

Sij ≔ðδiμ þ ninμÞðδjν þ njnνÞhT̂μνi ð35bÞ

are the expectation value of the energy density and the
spatial stress tensor as measured by the so-called Eulerian
observers (those moving along the normal direction to the
spatial hypersurfaces), with S ≔ γijSij. For self-consistency
with the staticity property, ρ and Sij also need to be time
independent, and the momentum flux given by

ji ≔ ðδiμ þ ninμÞnνhT̂μνi ð35cÞ

must vanish. For an arbitrary state in H , the energy
density, the momentum flux, and the spatial stress tensor
can be expressed in the form (A1) of Appendix A. As
shown in this Appendix, ρ, ji, and Sij are time independent

as long as hâIâJi ¼ 0 for all I, J, and hâ†I âJi ¼ 0 whenever
ωI ≠ ωJ. These conditions cannot be fulfilled for a non-
trivial coherent state like in Eq. (16), where hâIâJi ¼ αIαJ
is different from zero at least for some values of I and J.
However, for a state with a definite number of particles as in
Eq. (13), it follows that hâIâJi ¼ 0 and hâ†I âJi ¼ NIδIJ,
and we obtain

ρ ¼
X

I

NI

2ωI

!
jDuIj2 þ

"
ωI

2

α2
þm0

2

#
juIj2

$
; ð36aÞ

jk ¼
X

I

NI

2

i
α
½ðDkuIÞu'I − uIðDku'I Þ&; ð36bÞ

Sij ¼
X

I

NI

2ωI

%
ðDiuIÞðDju'I Þ þ ðDjuIÞðDiu'I Þ

− γij

!
jDiuIj2 −

"
ωI

2

α2
−m0

2

#
juIj2

$&
; ð36cÞ

where we have abbreviated jDuIj2 ≔ γijðDiuJÞðDju'JÞ and
where we recall that the functions uI are subject to the
orthogonality condition huI; uJi ¼ δIJ. If all the uI’s are
chosen to be real valued, the momentum flux obviously
vanishes. More generally, if uI is complex valued, follow-
ing the convention in footnote 6, jk ¼ 0 follows, provided
that NI ¼ NI0 . See Appendix A for further information
regarding these conditions and their necessity in the context
of static and stationary states.
Taking into account Eqs. (36), and imposing jk ¼ 0, the

Hamiltonian constraint (34a) and the trace and traceless
parts of Eq. (34b) yield

Rð3Þ ¼ 8πG
X

I

NI

ωI

!
jDuIj2 þ

"
ωI

2

α2
þm0

2

#
juIj2

$
; ð37aÞ

DjDjα

α
¼ 8πG

X

I

NI

ωI

!"
ωI

2

α2
−
m0

2

2

#
juIj2

$
; ð37bÞ

!
Rð3Þ
ij −

1

α
DiDjα

$
tf
¼ 4πG

X

I

NI

ωI
½ðDiuIÞðDju'I Þ

þ ðDjuIÞðDiu'I Þ&tf ; ð37cÞ

where the superscript “tf” refers to the trace-free part with
respect to γij, i.e., ðAijÞtf ≔ Aij − 1

3 γijðγ
mnAmnÞ. These

equations, together with the Klein-Gordon equation (29),
constitute a nonlinear multieigenvalue problem for the
frequencies ωI describing a system of N ¼

P
I NI identical

quantum particles in self-gravitating equilibrium. Note that
Eqs. (37) are also applicable to systems that are described
in terms of a statistical ensemble of the form (23); in this
case, NI needs to be replaced with its statistical average
hNIistat [see Eq. (25)].
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of Ref. [104] for a brief description of the coherent states in
the context of the single-particle quantum harmonic oscil-
lator and Refs. [105,106] for comprehensive reviews. In the
context of a field theory, they are usually referred as Glauber
states [107] and are defined as the eigenstates of the (non-
Hermitian) annihilation operators âI ,

âKjα1; α2;…i ¼ αKjα1; α2;…i; ð16Þ

with αK being in general complex numbers. Note that,
contrary to what happens for the states with a definite
number of particles, the expectation value of the
scalar field does not vanish when evaluated on a coherent
state, where we obtain hα1;α2;…jϕ̂ðxÞjα1; α2;…i ¼P

I½αIfIðxÞ þ α&I f
&
I ðxÞ', which is a solution to the

classical Klein-Gordon equation (2). This is not surpris-
ing and actually is a consequence of Ehrenfest’s theorem
and the fact that we are dealing with a linear theory, so the
expectation value of the field operator ϕ̂ðxÞ always
satisfies the classical equations of motion.

B. Semiclassical gravity

So far, we have ignored the backreaction of the quantum
fields, and we have assumed that the spacetime background
is given a priori. However, according to general relativity,
the spacetime metric is determined dynamically by the
distribution of matter through Einstein’s field equations, for
which a (classical) stress energy-momentum tensor is
required. One possibility to address this problem is to
follow an effective field theory approach where, starting
from the generating functional Z½J; Tμν' (with J and Tμν

external sources of ϕ and gμν), one expands the effective
action Γ½ϕ; g' at tree level in gravitons and one loop in
matter fields [64–67] (see also Ref. [108] for a derivation of
the quantum corrected equations of motion of the metric in
terms of an analysis of graviton fluctuations). The resulting
theory is known as semiclassical gravity, where, in addition
to the quantum field theory summarized in Sec. II A, one
enforces Einstein’s equations sourced by the expectation
value of the stress energy-momentum tensor [57,58],

Gμν ¼ 8πGhT̂μνi: ð17Þ

Here, Gμν is the Einstein tensor, and hT̂μνi ¼ hψ jT̂μνjψi
denotes the expectation value of the stress energy-
momentum operator when evaluated on an arbitrary state
jψi in H . Further details on how to solve this problem
based on the notion of semiclassical self-consistent con-
figurations introduced in Ref. [68] will be given below. For
recent rigorous results on the initial-value problem for
semiclassical gravity, see, for instance, Refs. [109–112].
For the case of a real free massive scalar field, the

operator associated with the stress energy-momentum
tensor takes the form

T̂μν ¼ ð∇μϕ̂Þð∇νϕ̂Þ −
1

2
gμν½ð∇αϕ̂Þð∇αϕ̂Þ þm0

2ϕ̂ ϕ̂': ð18Þ

It is important to notice that this quantity is quadratic in field
operators and that it contains products of these operators
evaluated at the same spacetime point. Since ϕ̂ is a
distribution, these products are not mathematically well
defined, and this problem manifests itself as divergences
when computing the right-hand side of Eq. (17). Some
regularization and renormalization prescription is needed in
order to subtract the ill-defined ultraviolet behavior from the
expectation value of higher order operators, providing
sensible finite results. On the one hand, this requires the
introduction of counterterms into the effective action, in such
a way that the divergences that appear in the free theory are
absorbed into the cosmological constant, Newton’s gravita-
tional constant, and the coupling constants accompanying
quadratic curvature scalars such as R2 and RμνRμν [58]
(which are expected to be suppressed in the low energy
regime and we do not include here).5 On the other hand, this
also leads to a finite contribution to the expectation value of
the stress energy-momentum tensor originating from the
structure of the vacuum itself, that, even if interesting in its
own right, will not be explored in more detail in the present
paper (this contribution is expected to be suppressed for
large occupation numbers, and this is what we assume in the
following.) In practice, this corresponds to assuming normal
(Wick) ordering and writing, e.g., ∶âIâ†I∶ ¼ â†I âI in our
expressions, moving all the creation operators to the left.
Introducing the field decomposition (12) in terms of the

creation and annihilation operators into the expression for
the stress energy-momentum tensor (18), one obtains

T̂μν ¼
1

2

X

I;J

½âIâJTμνðfI; fJÞ þ â†I âJTμνðf&I ; fJÞ þ H:c:':

ð19Þ

As usual, H.c. stands for Hermitian conjugation, and to
abbreviate the notation, we have defined

TμνðfI; fJÞ ≔ ð∇μfIÞð∇νfJÞ þ ð∇νfIÞð∇μfJÞ
− gμν½ð∇αfIÞð∇αfJÞ þm0

2fIfJ'; ð20Þ

such that TμνðfI; f&I Þ is the stress energy-momentum
tensor corresponding to a classical complex scalar field
of amplitude fIðxÞ. With the normal order we have
imposed, Eq. (19) provides sensible results. In particular,
for coherent states such as (16), one has hâIâJi ¼ αIαJ and
hâ†I âJi ¼ α&IαJ, and the expectation value of the stress

5The observed value of the cosmological constant is so small
that its relevance at local scales is negligible, and for that reason,
we will not include this term in our analysis either.
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property of being eigenstates £ζfI ¼ −iωIfI of ζ ¼ ∂t with
eigenvalues −iωI, ωI > 0 (see the energy requirement of
Ref. [103] for details). If H has a discrete and continuous
spectrum (as will be the case for the boson star solutions
discussed in the next section), the eigenfunctions fI are
incomplete; however, they may be completed by consider-
ing “generalized” eigenfunctions lying outside the Hilbert
space Y, as it is usually done when dealing, for example,
with free particles in Minkowski space. Alternatively, one
can also consider “cutting off” the spatial domain Σ by
replacing it with a compact subdomain ΣR ⊂ Σ with a
smooth outer boundary ∂ΣR with large areal radius R and by
solving the eigenvalue problem (29) on ΣR with homo-
geneous Dirichlet conditions for uI on ∂ΣR. One then
obtains a pure discrete spectrum at the cost of introducing
the cutoff parameterR. However, as long asR is much larger
than the size of the configuration, one would expect
boundary effects to be negligible. Coming back to the case
of free particles in Minkowski space, this is what one
usually does when introducing a fictitious box of periodic
boundary conditions and taking the limit of infinite volume
at the end of the calculation. For the configurations that
we construct in this paper, only the discrete spectrum will be
excited.
For a static configuration as described by Eqs. (26)

and (28), the projections of the semiclassical Einstein
equations (17) normal and tangential to the hypersurface
Σ reduce to the system [cf. Eqs. (2.4.10) and (2.5.4) in
Ref. [118] ]

Rð3Þ ¼ 16πGρ; ð34aÞ

Rð3Þ
ij −

1

α
DiDjα ¼ 4πG½γijðρ − SÞ þ 2Sij&; ð34bÞ

where Rð3Þ
ij and Rð3Þ ≔ γijRð3Þ

ij refer to the three-dimensional
Ricci tensor and Ricci scalar with respect to γij and

ρ ≔ nμnνhT̂μνi; ð35aÞ

Sij ≔ðδiμ þ ninμÞðδjν þ njnνÞhT̂μνi ð35bÞ

are the expectation value of the energy density and the
spatial stress tensor as measured by the so-called Eulerian
observers (those moving along the normal direction to the
spatial hypersurfaces), with S ≔ γijSij. For self-consistency
with the staticity property, ρ and Sij also need to be time
independent, and the momentum flux given by

ji ≔ ðδiμ þ ninμÞnνhT̂μνi ð35cÞ

must vanish. For an arbitrary state in H , the energy
density, the momentum flux, and the spatial stress tensor
can be expressed in the form (A1) of Appendix A. As
shown in this Appendix, ρ, ji, and Sij are time independent

as long as hâIâJi ¼ 0 for all I, J, and hâ†I âJi ¼ 0 whenever
ωI ≠ ωJ. These conditions cannot be fulfilled for a non-
trivial coherent state like in Eq. (16), where hâIâJi ¼ αIαJ
is different from zero at least for some values of I and J.
However, for a state with a definite number of particles as in
Eq. (13), it follows that hâIâJi ¼ 0 and hâ†I âJi ¼ NIδIJ,
and we obtain

ρ ¼
X

I

NI

2ωI

!
jDuIj2 þ

"
ωI

2

α2
þm0

2

#
juIj2

$
; ð36aÞ

jk ¼
X

I

NI

2

i
α
½ðDkuIÞu'I − uIðDku'I Þ&; ð36bÞ

Sij ¼
X

I

NI

2ωI

%
ðDiuIÞðDju'I Þ þ ðDjuIÞðDiu'I Þ

− γij

!
jDiuIj2 −

"
ωI

2

α2
−m0

2

#
juIj2

$&
; ð36cÞ

where we have abbreviated jDuIj2 ≔ γijðDiuJÞðDju'JÞ and
where we recall that the functions uI are subject to the
orthogonality condition huI; uJi ¼ δIJ. If all the uI’s are
chosen to be real valued, the momentum flux obviously
vanishes. More generally, if uI is complex valued, follow-
ing the convention in footnote 6, jk ¼ 0 follows, provided
that NI ¼ NI0 . See Appendix A for further information
regarding these conditions and their necessity in the context
of static and stationary states.
Taking into account Eqs. (36), and imposing jk ¼ 0, the

Hamiltonian constraint (34a) and the trace and traceless
parts of Eq. (34b) yield

Rð3Þ ¼ 8πG
X

I

NI

ωI

!
jDuIj2 þ

"
ωI

2

α2
þm0

2

#
juIj2

$
; ð37aÞ

DjDjα

α
¼ 8πG

X

I

NI

ωI

!"
ωI

2

α2
−
m0

2

2

#
juIj2

$
; ð37bÞ

!
Rð3Þ
ij −

1

α
DiDjα

$
tf
¼ 4πG

X

I

NI

ωI
½ðDiuIÞðDju'I Þ

þ ðDjuIÞðDiu'I Þ&tf ; ð37cÞ

where the superscript “tf” refers to the trace-free part with
respect to γij, i.e., ðAijÞtf ≔ Aij − 1

3 γijðγ
mnAmnÞ. These

equations, together with the Klein-Gordon equation (29),
constitute a nonlinear multieigenvalue problem for the
frequencies ωI describing a system of N ¼

P
I NI identical

quantum particles in self-gravitating equilibrium. Note that
Eqs. (37) are also applicable to systems that are described
in terms of a statistical ensemble of the form (23); in this
case, NI needs to be replaced with its statistical average
hNIistat [see Eq. (25)].
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where: 



Static-spherically symmetric

In the next section, we further specialize these equations
to the static, spherically symmetric case, and we show that
for states of definite number of particles, as well as for
statistical ensembles of the form (23), the resulting equa-
tions give rise to the l-boson star configurations con-
structed in Ref. [75] (see also Refs. [76,77]) and even to
more general solutions, a few examples of which are
constructed numerically in Sec. V.

IV. STATIC SPHERICALLY SYMMETRIC
CONFIGURATIONS

We now further specialize to a static, spherically sym-
metric spacetime, for which the three-metric can be
expressed in the form

γijdxidxj¼ γ2dr2þ r2dΩ2; γ¼
!
1−

2GM
r

"−1=2
; ð38Þ

where M denotes the Misner-Sharp mass function and
dΩ2 ¼ dϑ2 þ sin2 ϑdφ2 is the standard line element on the
unit two-sphere S2. Furthermore, in these coordinates, the
lapse α, the function γ, and the Misner-Sharp mass M only
depend on the areal radius coordinate r. Because of the
spherical symmetry, the mode solutions of the Klein-
Gordon equation (29) can be assumed to be of the form

uIðx⃗Þ ¼ vnlðrÞYlmðϑ;φÞ; I ¼ ðnlmÞ; ð39Þ

with Ylm denoting the standard spherical harmonics
and where no sum in the total angular momentum number
l is considered. Note that uIðx⃗Þ% ¼ ð−1ÞmuI0ðx⃗Þ with
I0 ¼ ðn;l;−mÞ, such that the property assumed in foot-
note 6 is satisfied. Since the magnetic number m does not
appear explicitly in the radial differential equation

−
α
γr2

!
αr2

γ
v0nl

"0
þ α2

#
lðlþ 1Þ

r2
þm0

2

$
vnl ¼ ðωnlÞ2vnl

ð40Þ

that is obtained from Eq. (29) with the ansatz (39), the
radial functions vnlðrÞ can be chosen to be independent of
this number. Therefore, the eigenvalue problem (29)
reduces to finding (for each l ¼ 0; 1; 2;…) a set of
suitable radial basis functions vnl solving Eq. (40). Using
the orthonormality property of the spherical harmonics,R
S2 Y

lmYl0m0%dΩ ¼ δll0δmm0 , the orthogonality condition
huI; uJi ¼ δIJ reduces to

Z
∞

0
vnlðrÞv%n0lðrÞ

γðrÞ
αðrÞ

r2dr ¼ δnn0 : ð41Þ

Assuming the functions α and γ are regular at the center
r ¼ 0, such that they have local expansions of the form

αðrÞ ¼ α0 þ α2r2 þ & & & and γðrÞ ¼ 1þ γ2r2 þ & & &, one
can show that the local solution that is finite at r ¼ 0
has the form vnlðrÞ ∼ rl; see Ref. [75]. Likewise, as
r → ∞, we impose that the metric functions α and γ
converge to 1 and that vnlðrÞ are bounded, which implies

that they have the form vnlðrÞ ∼ e−
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m0

2−ðωnlÞ2
p

r, with
0 < ωnl < m0. A further restriction arises from the iden-
tity huI; HuIi ¼ ωI

2, which yields

Z

Σ

&
jDuIj2 þ

#
m0

2 −
ωI

2

α2

$
juIj2

'
αdγ ¼ 0 ð42Þ

and shows that m0
2 − ωI

2=α2 cannot be positive every-
where, since otherwise it would follow from Eq. (42) that
uI ¼ 0.
The functions α and γ must be determined by solving

the static semiclassical Einstein field equations (37),
where for consistency the right-hand side must be a
spherically symmetric tensor.7 This is clearly the case if
only the ground state is populated, i.e., if NI ¼ 0 for all
I ≠ ð000Þ, which gives rise to the standard boson star
equations. More generally, one can demand that Nnlm ¼ 0
for all l > 0, meaning that all the particles have zero
angular momentum but may nevertheless be in excited
energy states. This gives rise to the multistate boson star
equations solved in Refs. [49–51]. Following the same
arguments as in Appendix A of Ref. [75], in order for the
expectation value of the stress energy-momentum tensor
to be spherically symmetric, it is in fact sufficient to
choose Nnlm independent of the magnetic number m,
such that

Nn;l;−l ¼ Nn;l;−ðl−1Þ ¼ … ¼ Nn;l;ðl−1Þ ¼ Nn;l;l; ð43Þ

which implies that the total angular momentum vanishes,
even if the individual particles posses angular momentum.
Note that this choice also guarantees that the momentum
flux is zero, as required for staticity. In other words, the
excitation numbers Nnlm are functions of the energy levels
n and the total angular momentum l, but not of the
magnetic quantum number m. This is rather similar to the
case of a kinetic gas, in which a one-particle distribution
function depending only on the energy and the total
angular momentum gives rise to a static, spherically
symmetric configuration (see, for instance, Sec. 5.1 in
Ref. [120]).
Assuming the validity of condition (43) and the spheri-

cally symmetric ansatz (38), Eqs. (37) reduce to

7A different approach to achieving this property was consid-
ered in Ref. [119], where the stress energy-momentum tensor is
averaged over the spheres in order to get rid of the angular
dependency. Our approach requires no such averaging.
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In the next section, we further specialize these equations
to the static, spherically symmetric case, and we show that
for states of definite number of particles, as well as for
statistical ensembles of the form (23), the resulting equa-
tions give rise to the l-boson star configurations con-
structed in Ref. [75] (see also Refs. [76,77]) and even to
more general solutions, a few examples of which are
constructed numerically in Sec. V.

IV. STATIC SPHERICALLY SYMMETRIC
CONFIGURATIONS

We now further specialize to a static, spherically sym-
metric spacetime, for which the three-metric can be
expressed in the form

γijdxidxj¼ γ2dr2þ r2dΩ2; γ¼
!
1−

2GM
r

"−1=2
; ð38Þ

where M denotes the Misner-Sharp mass function and
dΩ2 ¼ dϑ2 þ sin2 ϑdφ2 is the standard line element on the
unit two-sphere S2. Furthermore, in these coordinates, the
lapse α, the function γ, and the Misner-Sharp mass M only
depend on the areal radius coordinate r. Because of the
spherical symmetry, the mode solutions of the Klein-
Gordon equation (29) can be assumed to be of the form

uIðx⃗Þ ¼ vnlðrÞYlmðϑ;φÞ; I ¼ ðnlmÞ; ð39Þ

with Ylm denoting the standard spherical harmonics
and where no sum in the total angular momentum number
l is considered. Note that uIðx⃗Þ% ¼ ð−1ÞmuI0ðx⃗Þ with
I0 ¼ ðn;l;−mÞ, such that the property assumed in foot-
note 6 is satisfied. Since the magnetic number m does not
appear explicitly in the radial differential equation

−
α
γr2

!
αr2

γ
v0nl

"0
þ α2

#
lðlþ 1Þ

r2
þm0

2

$
vnl ¼ ðωnlÞ2vnl

ð40Þ

that is obtained from Eq. (29) with the ansatz (39), the
radial functions vnlðrÞ can be chosen to be independent of
this number. Therefore, the eigenvalue problem (29)
reduces to finding (for each l ¼ 0; 1; 2;…) a set of
suitable radial basis functions vnl solving Eq. (40). Using
the orthonormality property of the spherical harmonics,R
S2 Y

lmYl0m0%dΩ ¼ δll0δmm0 , the orthogonality condition
huI; uJi ¼ δIJ reduces to

Z
∞

0
vnlðrÞv%n0lðrÞ

γðrÞ
αðrÞ

r2dr ¼ δnn0 : ð41Þ

Assuming the functions α and γ are regular at the center
r ¼ 0, such that they have local expansions of the form

αðrÞ ¼ α0 þ α2r2 þ & & & and γðrÞ ¼ 1þ γ2r2 þ & & &, one
can show that the local solution that is finite at r ¼ 0
has the form vnlðrÞ ∼ rl; see Ref. [75]. Likewise, as
r → ∞, we impose that the metric functions α and γ
converge to 1 and that vnlðrÞ are bounded, which implies

that they have the form vnlðrÞ ∼ e−
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m0

2−ðωnlÞ2
p

r, with
0 < ωnl < m0. A further restriction arises from the iden-
tity huI; HuIi ¼ ωI

2, which yields

Z

Σ

&
jDuIj2 þ

#
m0

2 −
ωI

2

α2

$
juIj2

'
αdγ ¼ 0 ð42Þ

and shows that m0
2 − ωI

2=α2 cannot be positive every-
where, since otherwise it would follow from Eq. (42) that
uI ¼ 0.
The functions α and γ must be determined by solving

the static semiclassical Einstein field equations (37),
where for consistency the right-hand side must be a
spherically symmetric tensor.7 This is clearly the case if
only the ground state is populated, i.e., if NI ¼ 0 for all
I ≠ ð000Þ, which gives rise to the standard boson star
equations. More generally, one can demand that Nnlm ¼ 0
for all l > 0, meaning that all the particles have zero
angular momentum but may nevertheless be in excited
energy states. This gives rise to the multistate boson star
equations solved in Refs. [49–51]. Following the same
arguments as in Appendix A of Ref. [75], in order for the
expectation value of the stress energy-momentum tensor
to be spherically symmetric, it is in fact sufficient to
choose Nnlm independent of the magnetic number m,
such that

Nn;l;−l ¼ Nn;l;−ðl−1Þ ¼ … ¼ Nn;l;ðl−1Þ ¼ Nn;l;l; ð43Þ

which implies that the total angular momentum vanishes,
even if the individual particles posses angular momentum.
Note that this choice also guarantees that the momentum
flux is zero, as required for staticity. In other words, the
excitation numbers Nnlm are functions of the energy levels
n and the total angular momentum l, but not of the
magnetic quantum number m. This is rather similar to the
case of a kinetic gas, in which a one-particle distribution
function depending only on the energy and the total
angular momentum gives rise to a static, spherically
symmetric configuration (see, for instance, Sec. 5.1 in
Ref. [120]).
Assuming the validity of condition (43) and the spheri-

cally symmetric ansatz (38), Eqs. (37) reduce to

7A different approach to achieving this property was consid-
ered in Ref. [119], where the stress energy-momentum tensor is
averaged over the spheres in order to get rid of the angular
dependency. Our approach requires no such averaging.
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In the next section, we further specialize these equations
to the static, spherically symmetric case, and we show that
for states of definite number of particles, as well as for
statistical ensembles of the form (23), the resulting equa-
tions give rise to the l-boson star configurations con-
structed in Ref. [75] (see also Refs. [76,77]) and even to
more general solutions, a few examples of which are
constructed numerically in Sec. V.

IV. STATIC SPHERICALLY SYMMETRIC
CONFIGURATIONS

We now further specialize to a static, spherically sym-
metric spacetime, for which the three-metric can be
expressed in the form

γijdxidxj¼ γ2dr2þ r2dΩ2; γ¼
!
1−

2GM
r

"−1=2
; ð38Þ

where M denotes the Misner-Sharp mass function and
dΩ2 ¼ dϑ2 þ sin2 ϑdφ2 is the standard line element on the
unit two-sphere S2. Furthermore, in these coordinates, the
lapse α, the function γ, and the Misner-Sharp mass M only
depend on the areal radius coordinate r. Because of the
spherical symmetry, the mode solutions of the Klein-
Gordon equation (29) can be assumed to be of the form

uIðx⃗Þ ¼ vnlðrÞYlmðϑ;φÞ; I ¼ ðnlmÞ; ð39Þ

with Ylm denoting the standard spherical harmonics
and where no sum in the total angular momentum number
l is considered. Note that uIðx⃗Þ% ¼ ð−1ÞmuI0ðx⃗Þ with
I0 ¼ ðn;l;−mÞ, such that the property assumed in foot-
note 6 is satisfied. Since the magnetic number m does not
appear explicitly in the radial differential equation

−
α
γr2

!
αr2

γ
v0nl

"0
þ α2

#
lðlþ 1Þ

r2
þm0

2

$
vnl ¼ ðωnlÞ2vnl

ð40Þ

that is obtained from Eq. (29) with the ansatz (39), the
radial functions vnlðrÞ can be chosen to be independent of
this number. Therefore, the eigenvalue problem (29)
reduces to finding (for each l ¼ 0; 1; 2;…) a set of
suitable radial basis functions vnl solving Eq. (40). Using
the orthonormality property of the spherical harmonics,R
S2 Y

lmYl0m0%dΩ ¼ δll0δmm0 , the orthogonality condition
huI; uJi ¼ δIJ reduces to

Z
∞

0
vnlðrÞv%n0lðrÞ

γðrÞ
αðrÞ

r2dr ¼ δnn0 : ð41Þ

Assuming the functions α and γ are regular at the center
r ¼ 0, such that they have local expansions of the form

αðrÞ ¼ α0 þ α2r2 þ & & & and γðrÞ ¼ 1þ γ2r2 þ & & &, one
can show that the local solution that is finite at r ¼ 0
has the form vnlðrÞ ∼ rl; see Ref. [75]. Likewise, as
r → ∞, we impose that the metric functions α and γ
converge to 1 and that vnlðrÞ are bounded, which implies

that they have the form vnlðrÞ ∼ e−
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m0

2−ðωnlÞ2
p

r, with
0 < ωnl < m0. A further restriction arises from the iden-
tity huI; HuIi ¼ ωI

2, which yields

Z

Σ

&
jDuIj2 þ

#
m0

2 −
ωI

2

α2

$
juIj2

'
αdγ ¼ 0 ð42Þ

and shows that m0
2 − ωI

2=α2 cannot be positive every-
where, since otherwise it would follow from Eq. (42) that
uI ¼ 0.
The functions α and γ must be determined by solving

the static semiclassical Einstein field equations (37),
where for consistency the right-hand side must be a
spherically symmetric tensor.7 This is clearly the case if
only the ground state is populated, i.e., if NI ¼ 0 for all
I ≠ ð000Þ, which gives rise to the standard boson star
equations. More generally, one can demand that Nnlm ¼ 0
for all l > 0, meaning that all the particles have zero
angular momentum but may nevertheless be in excited
energy states. This gives rise to the multistate boson star
equations solved in Refs. [49–51]. Following the same
arguments as in Appendix A of Ref. [75], in order for the
expectation value of the stress energy-momentum tensor
to be spherically symmetric, it is in fact sufficient to
choose Nnlm independent of the magnetic number m,
such that

Nn;l;−l ¼ Nn;l;−ðl−1Þ ¼ … ¼ Nn;l;ðl−1Þ ¼ Nn;l;l; ð43Þ

which implies that the total angular momentum vanishes,
even if the individual particles posses angular momentum.
Note that this choice also guarantees that the momentum
flux is zero, as required for staticity. In other words, the
excitation numbers Nnlm are functions of the energy levels
n and the total angular momentum l, but not of the
magnetic quantum number m. This is rather similar to the
case of a kinetic gas, in which a one-particle distribution
function depending only on the energy and the total
angular momentum gives rise to a static, spherically
symmetric configuration (see, for instance, Sec. 5.1 in
Ref. [120]).
Assuming the validity of condition (43) and the spheri-

cally symmetric ansatz (38), Eqs. (37) reduce to

7A different approach to achieving this property was consid-
ered in Ref. [119], where the stress energy-momentum tensor is
averaged over the spheres in order to get rid of the angular
dependency. Our approach requires no such averaging.
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In the next section, we further specialize these equations
to the static, spherically symmetric case, and we show that
for states of definite number of particles, as well as for
statistical ensembles of the form (23), the resulting equa-
tions give rise to the l-boson star configurations con-
structed in Ref. [75] (see also Refs. [76,77]) and even to
more general solutions, a few examples of which are
constructed numerically in Sec. V.

IV. STATIC SPHERICALLY SYMMETRIC
CONFIGURATIONS

We now further specialize to a static, spherically sym-
metric spacetime, for which the three-metric can be
expressed in the form

γijdxidxj¼ γ2dr2þ r2dΩ2; γ¼
!
1−

2GM
r

"−1=2
; ð38Þ

where M denotes the Misner-Sharp mass function and
dΩ2 ¼ dϑ2 þ sin2 ϑdφ2 is the standard line element on the
unit two-sphere S2. Furthermore, in these coordinates, the
lapse α, the function γ, and the Misner-Sharp mass M only
depend on the areal radius coordinate r. Because of the
spherical symmetry, the mode solutions of the Klein-
Gordon equation (29) can be assumed to be of the form

uIðx⃗Þ ¼ vnlðrÞYlmðϑ;φÞ; I ¼ ðnlmÞ; ð39Þ

with Ylm denoting the standard spherical harmonics
and where no sum in the total angular momentum number
l is considered. Note that uIðx⃗Þ% ¼ ð−1ÞmuI0ðx⃗Þ with
I0 ¼ ðn;l;−mÞ, such that the property assumed in foot-
note 6 is satisfied. Since the magnetic number m does not
appear explicitly in the radial differential equation

−
α
γr2

!
αr2

γ
v0nl

"0
þ α2

#
lðlþ 1Þ

r2
þm0

2

$
vnl ¼ ðωnlÞ2vnl

ð40Þ

that is obtained from Eq. (29) with the ansatz (39), the
radial functions vnlðrÞ can be chosen to be independent of
this number. Therefore, the eigenvalue problem (29)
reduces to finding (for each l ¼ 0; 1; 2;…) a set of
suitable radial basis functions vnl solving Eq. (40). Using
the orthonormality property of the spherical harmonics,R
S2 Y

lmYl0m0%dΩ ¼ δll0δmm0 , the orthogonality condition
huI; uJi ¼ δIJ reduces to

Z
∞

0
vnlðrÞv%n0lðrÞ

γðrÞ
αðrÞ

r2dr ¼ δnn0 : ð41Þ

Assuming the functions α and γ are regular at the center
r ¼ 0, such that they have local expansions of the form

αðrÞ ¼ α0 þ α2r2 þ & & & and γðrÞ ¼ 1þ γ2r2 þ & & &, one
can show that the local solution that is finite at r ¼ 0
has the form vnlðrÞ ∼ rl; see Ref. [75]. Likewise, as
r → ∞, we impose that the metric functions α and γ
converge to 1 and that vnlðrÞ are bounded, which implies

that they have the form vnlðrÞ ∼ e−
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m0

2−ðωnlÞ2
p

r, with
0 < ωnl < m0. A further restriction arises from the iden-
tity huI; HuIi ¼ ωI

2, which yields

Z

Σ

&
jDuIj2 þ

#
m0

2 −
ωI

2

α2

$
juIj2

'
αdγ ¼ 0 ð42Þ

and shows that m0
2 − ωI

2=α2 cannot be positive every-
where, since otherwise it would follow from Eq. (42) that
uI ¼ 0.
The functions α and γ must be determined by solving

the static semiclassical Einstein field equations (37),
where for consistency the right-hand side must be a
spherically symmetric tensor.7 This is clearly the case if
only the ground state is populated, i.e., if NI ¼ 0 for all
I ≠ ð000Þ, which gives rise to the standard boson star
equations. More generally, one can demand that Nnlm ¼ 0
for all l > 0, meaning that all the particles have zero
angular momentum but may nevertheless be in excited
energy states. This gives rise to the multistate boson star
equations solved in Refs. [49–51]. Following the same
arguments as in Appendix A of Ref. [75], in order for the
expectation value of the stress energy-momentum tensor
to be spherically symmetric, it is in fact sufficient to
choose Nnlm independent of the magnetic number m,
such that

Nn;l;−l ¼ Nn;l;−ðl−1Þ ¼ … ¼ Nn;l;ðl−1Þ ¼ Nn;l;l; ð43Þ

which implies that the total angular momentum vanishes,
even if the individual particles posses angular momentum.
Note that this choice also guarantees that the momentum
flux is zero, as required for staticity. In other words, the
excitation numbers Nnlm are functions of the energy levels
n and the total angular momentum l, but not of the
magnetic quantum number m. This is rather similar to the
case of a kinetic gas, in which a one-particle distribution
function depending only on the energy and the total
angular momentum gives rise to a static, spherically
symmetric configuration (see, for instance, Sec. 5.1 in
Ref. [120]).
Assuming the validity of condition (43) and the spheri-

cally symmetric ansatz (38), Eqs. (37) reduce to

7A different approach to achieving this property was consid-
ered in Ref. [119], where the stress energy-momentum tensor is
averaged over the spheres in order to get rid of the angular
dependency. Our approach requires no such averaging.
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Harmonic 
expansion

Inner product



Einstein-Klein-Gordon system
2GM0

r2
¼

X

nl

κlNnlm

ωnl

!
jv0nlj2

γ2
þ
"
ðωnlÞ2

α2
þm0

2

þ lðlþ 1Þ
r2

#
jvnlj2

$
; ð44aÞ

1

αγr2

"
r2α0

γ

#0
¼

X

nl

κlNnlm

ωnl

!"
2
ðωnlÞ2

α2
−m0

2

#
jvnlj2

$
;

ð44bÞ

ðαγÞ0

rαγ3
¼

X

nl

κlNnlm

ωnl

!
jv0nlj2

γ2
þ ðωnlÞ2

α2
jvnlj2

$
; ð44cÞ

with κl ≔ ð2lþ 1ÞG and where the last identity was
obtained by contracting the angular components of
Eq. (37c) with the metric of the unit two-sphere, ĝAB,
and making use of Eq. (44a). In addition, we have also
used the identities

Pl
m¼−l Y

lmYlm% ¼ 1
4π ð2lþ 1Þ and

Pl
m¼−lð∇̂AYlmÞð∇̂AYlm%Þ ¼ 1

4π lðlþ 1Þð2lþ 1Þ, where
∇̂A makes reference to the covariant derivative with respect
to ĝAB (see Appendix A in Ref. [75] for details). The full
system of reduced static, spherically symmetric, semi-
classical real EKG equations consists of Eqs. (40) and (44),
where, due to the twice contracted Bianchi identities,
Eq. (44b) can be omitted. Further, the eigenfunctions
vnl should satisfy the normalization condition (41),
although we can also do without this equation if we
absorb the occupation numbers Nnlm in the radial func-
tions vnl, as described in the next section. Once the
functions vnl are known, the quantum field ϕ̂ðxÞ can be
reconstructed using Eqs. (12), (28), and (39), which gives

ϕ̂ðxÞ¼
X

nlm

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ωnl

p ½âIe−iωnltvnlðrÞYlmðϑ;φÞþH:c:': ð45Þ

The l-boson star configurations we have discussed in
Refs. [75–77] are obtained by solving a particular case of
this system, in which all the Nnlm’s vanish except the ones
for n ¼ 0 and some specific value of l. In this case, after
absorbing the factor N0lm=ω0l into the amplitude of v0l,
the system of Eqs. (44a), (44c), and (40) reduces precisely
to the system (7a, 7b, 7c) of [75]. However, in contrast to
the purely classical description in Refs. [75–77], which
requires precisely 2lþ 1 complex scalar fields, the semi-
classical interpretation of the l-boson stars becomes much
more natural: they correspond to a particular excitation of a
single real quantum spin zero field that describes a self-
gravitating system of ð2lþ 1ÞN0lm identical quantum
particles of definite energy E ¼ ω0l and angular momen-
tum L ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
lðlþ 1Þ

p
(both evaluated in natural units).

Furthermore, as is evident from the equations above, there
are many other possible configurations that can be con-
structed in this way, involving excitations of different
energy levels n and different total angular momentum
numbers l. We summarize these more general solutions
and their subfamilies, as well as a few references to
corresponding Newtonian configurations, in Table II.
Numerical examples of some of these more general
configurations are constructed in the next section.

V. NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS:
A FEW EXAMPLES

In this section, we present numerical solutions to the
static, spherically symmetric, semiclassical real EKG system
described by Eqs. (40), (44a), and (44c). These solutions
complement the mathematical analysis of the previous
section. Specifically, we obtain three particular solutions
as representative examples of the three types of solutions
that have not been presented so far in the literature (see
Table II), that is, a multi-l boson star, a multistate l-boson
star, and a multi-l multistate boson star.

TABLE II. Classification of the solutions to the static, spherically symmetric, semiclassical real EKG system.
They represent self-gravitating equilibrium configurations of a definite number of identical quantum particles. These
are all the cases obtained when combining two options for the radial quantum number n and three options for the
total angular momentum number l. The two options for n are: i) multiple values and ii) one value; while the three
options for l are: i) multiple values, ii) one value, and iii) fixed value l ¼ 0. Note that some of these solutions are
particular cases of others. In order to show this hierarchy more clearly, we enclose with a bracket solutions that are
included in a more general solution, which is indicated with an arrow.
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To proceed, from this point onward in addition to ℏ ¼ c ¼ 1, we also setG ¼ 1, such that all quantities are dimensionless
and measured in Planck units, although the solutions can be rescaled arbitrarily using a symmetry transformation, as we
explain later. In practice, we solve the semiclassical real EKG system [Eqs. (40), (44a), and (44c)] expressed in the form

ψ 00
nl ¼ −

!
γ2 þ 1 − ð2lþ 1Þr2γ2

"
lðlþ 1Þ

r2
þm0

2

#
ðψnlÞ2

$
ψnl

0

r
−
"
ðωnlÞ2

α2
−
lðlþ 1Þ

r2
−m0

2

#
γ2ψnl; ð46aÞ

γ0 ¼
X

nl

2lþ 1

2
rγ
!"

ðωnlÞ2

α2
þ lðlþ 1Þ

r2
þm0

2

#
γ2ðψnlÞ2 þ ðψ 0

nlÞ2
$
−
"
γ2 − 1

2r

#
γ; ð46bÞ

α0 ¼
X

nl

2lþ 1

2
rα
!"

ðωnlÞ2

α2
−
lðlþ 1Þ

r2
−m0

2

#
γ2ðψnlÞ2 þ ðψ 0

nlÞ2
$
þ
"
γ2 − 1

2r

#
α; ð46cÞ

where for convenience we have introduced the rescaled
fields

ψnl ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Nnlm

ωnl

s

vnl: ð47Þ

Finally, one can choose an arbitrary value for the mass m0,
since solutions for a different value can then be obtained by
a simple rescaling; see Eq. (50) below. In particular, we set
m0 ¼ 1 for the numerical integrations but present the
results in an m0-independent form. Notice that from
the normalization condition in Eq. (41) one can read off the
number of particles in the different states using expression

Nnlm ¼ ωnl

Z
∞

0
ðψnlÞ2

γ
α
r2dr: ð48Þ

The choice of appropriate boundary conditions must
guarantee that the boson star solutions are regular and
asymptotically flat, and additionally that they possess
finite total energy and finite energy density everywhere.
Demanding regularity at the origin, i.e.,

ψnlðrÞ ¼
ψ0
nl

2lþ 1
rl; ð49aÞ

ψ 0
nlðrÞ ¼

lψ0
nl

2lþ 1
rl−1; ð49bÞ

αðrÞ ¼ 1; ð49cÞ

γðrÞ ¼ 1; ð49dÞ

when r → 0, and a vanishing field at infinity, one obtains a
nonlinear multiple-eigenvalue problem for the different
mode frequencies ωnl. Here, ψ0

nl are some arbitrary
positive constants related to the number of particles in
the different energy levels, and with no loss of generality,
we have fixed the value of the lapse function at the origin to
1. Notice that, since the system of equations is invariant

under ðα;ωnlÞ ↦ λðα;ωnlÞ, with some positive arbitrary
constant λ, one can always rescale the value of the lapse
function in such a way that αðr → ∞Þ ¼ 1, as we do later.
The integration of the system is performed numerically

using a shooting algorithm to find the frequencies ωnl. To
proceed, one integrates the system of Eqs. (46) outward,
starting from the initial conditions in Eqs. (49) at a point
very close to the origin (we used r0 ¼ 5 × 10−6), and
search for the values of the frequencies ωnl to match the
asymptotic behavior of the mode functions until the
shooting parameter converges to the desired accuracy.
As we already mentioned, for simplicity, we have assumed
m0 ¼ 1, although the solutions can be rescaled to an
arbitrary value of the mass parameter using the invariance
of the system under the transformation

m0 ↦ λm0; ωnl ↦ λωnl; r ↦ λ−1r; ð50Þ

with the functions ψnl, α, and γ unchanged. Under this
transformation, the occupation numbers (48) change
according to Nnlm ↦ λ−2Nnlm. Note that, for instance,
λ ∼ 10−50 in the case of an ultralight axion dark matter
particle of mass m0 ∼ 10−22 eV.
In Fig. 1, we present the results of our numerical

solutions. In the left column—Fig. 1(a)—we present a
multi-l boson star solution. The configuration displayed
is characterized by the quantum numbers n ¼ 0 and l ¼ 0,
1, 2.8 Unlike the l-boson stars introduced in Ref. [75], these
new solutions do not require all the individual fields to have
the same amplitude, and, still, the resulting spacetime is
spherically symmetric. In the central column—Fig. 1(b)—
we present a multistate l-boson star solution. The configu-
ration displayed is characterized by the quantum numbers
n ¼ 0, 1, 2 and l ¼ 1. In the right column—Fig. 1(c)—we
present a multi-l multistate boson star solution. The

8Note that, as in our previous works, n refers to the number of
nodes of the radial function in the interval 0 < r < ∞. Hence, it
should be compared to the “radial quantum number” in the
theory of the hydrogen atom rather than the “principal quantum
number.”
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To proceed, from this point onward in addition to ℏ ¼ c ¼ 1, we also setG ¼ 1, such that all quantities are dimensionless
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Finally, one can choose an arbitrary value for the mass m0,
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mode frequencies ωnl. Here, ψ0
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positive constants related to the number of particles in
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function in such a way that αðr → ∞Þ ¼ 1, as we do later.
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proceed, one integrates the system of Eqs. (46) outward,
starting from the initial conditions in Eqs. (49) at a point
very close to the origin (we used r0 ¼ 5 × 10−6), and
search for the values of the frequencies ωnl to match the
asymptotic behavior of the mode functions until the
shooting parameter converges to the desired accuracy.
As we already mentioned, for simplicity, we have assumed
m0 ¼ 1, although the solutions can be rescaled to an
arbitrary value of the mass parameter using the invariance
of the system under the transformation

m0 ↦ λm0; ωnl ↦ λωnl; r ↦ λ−1r; ð50Þ

with the functions ψnl, α, and γ unchanged. Under this
transformation, the occupation numbers (48) change
according to Nnlm ↦ λ−2Nnlm. Note that, for instance,
λ ∼ 10−50 in the case of an ultralight axion dark matter
particle of mass m0 ∼ 10−22 eV.
In Fig. 1, we present the results of our numerical

solutions. In the left column—Fig. 1(a)—we present a
multi-l boson star solution. The configuration displayed
is characterized by the quantum numbers n ¼ 0 and l ¼ 0,
1, 2.8 Unlike the l-boson stars introduced in Ref. [75], these
new solutions do not require all the individual fields to have
the same amplitude, and, still, the resulting spacetime is
spherically symmetric. In the central column—Fig. 1(b)—
we present a multistate l-boson star solution. The configu-
ration displayed is characterized by the quantum numbers
n ¼ 0, 1, 2 and l ¼ 1. In the right column—Fig. 1(c)—we
present a multi-l multistate boson star solution. The

8Note that, as in our previous works, n refers to the number of
nodes of the radial function in the interval 0 < r < ∞. Hence, it
should be compared to the “radial quantum number” in the
theory of the hydrogen atom rather than the “principal quantum
number.”
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with κl ≔ ð2lþ 1ÞG and where the last identity was
obtained by contracting the angular components of
Eq. (37c) with the metric of the unit two-sphere, ĝAB,
and making use of Eq. (44a). In addition, we have also
used the identities

Pl
m¼−l Y

lmYlm% ¼ 1
4π ð2lþ 1Þ and

Pl
m¼−lð∇̂AYlmÞð∇̂AYlm%Þ ¼ 1

4π lðlþ 1Þð2lþ 1Þ, where
∇̂A makes reference to the covariant derivative with respect
to ĝAB (see Appendix A in Ref. [75] for details). The full
system of reduced static, spherically symmetric, semi-
classical real EKG equations consists of Eqs. (40) and (44),
where, due to the twice contracted Bianchi identities,
Eq. (44b) can be omitted. Further, the eigenfunctions
vnl should satisfy the normalization condition (41),
although we can also do without this equation if we
absorb the occupation numbers Nnlm in the radial func-
tions vnl, as described in the next section. Once the
functions vnl are known, the quantum field ϕ̂ðxÞ can be
reconstructed using Eqs. (12), (28), and (39), which gives

ϕ̂ðxÞ¼
X

nlm

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ωnl

p ½âIe−iωnltvnlðrÞYlmðϑ;φÞþH:c:': ð45Þ

The l-boson star configurations we have discussed in
Refs. [75–77] are obtained by solving a particular case of
this system, in which all the Nnlm’s vanish except the ones
for n ¼ 0 and some specific value of l. In this case, after
absorbing the factor N0lm=ω0l into the amplitude of v0l,
the system of Eqs. (44a), (44c), and (40) reduces precisely
to the system (7a, 7b, 7c) of [75]. However, in contrast to
the purely classical description in Refs. [75–77], which
requires precisely 2lþ 1 complex scalar fields, the semi-
classical interpretation of the l-boson stars becomes much
more natural: they correspond to a particular excitation of a
single real quantum spin zero field that describes a self-
gravitating system of ð2lþ 1ÞN0lm identical quantum
particles of definite energy E ¼ ω0l and angular momen-
tum L ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
lðlþ 1Þ

p
(both evaluated in natural units).

Furthermore, as is evident from the equations above, there
are many other possible configurations that can be con-
structed in this way, involving excitations of different
energy levels n and different total angular momentum
numbers l. We summarize these more general solutions
and their subfamilies, as well as a few references to
corresponding Newtonian configurations, in Table II.
Numerical examples of some of these more general
configurations are constructed in the next section.

V. NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS:
A FEW EXAMPLES

In this section, we present numerical solutions to the
static, spherically symmetric, semiclassical real EKG system
described by Eqs. (40), (44a), and (44c). These solutions
complement the mathematical analysis of the previous
section. Specifically, we obtain three particular solutions
as representative examples of the three types of solutions
that have not been presented so far in the literature (see
Table II), that is, a multi-l boson star, a multistate l-boson
star, and a multi-l multistate boson star.

TABLE II. Classification of the solutions to the static, spherically symmetric, semiclassical real EKG system.
They represent self-gravitating equilibrium configurations of a definite number of identical quantum particles. These
are all the cases obtained when combining two options for the radial quantum number n and three options for the
total angular momentum number l. The two options for n are: i) multiple values and ii) one value; while the three
options for l are: i) multiple values, ii) one value, and iii) fixed value l ¼ 0. Note that some of these solutions are
particular cases of others. In order to show this hierarchy more clearly, we enclose with a bracket solutions that are
included in a more general solution, which is indicated with an arrow.
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configuration displayed is characterized by the quantum
numbers n ¼ 1, 3 and l ¼ 0, 1, 2. In all three cases, the
lapse function α and the metric component γ of each
configuration are shown in the top panels, the radial profiles
for the different wave functions ψnl that are excited in the
configuration are shown in the middle panels, and the total
energy density and the density of the individual energy
levels are shown in the bottom panel. In Table III, we report
the main numbers associated with these configurations.
In this section, we presented just three particular sol-

utions as illustrative examples of the three new types of
boson stars described in this work. However, going into
further analysis of such solutions is beyond the scope of

this article. Instead, we expect to carry out a more detailed
study in a separate work.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that static, spherically symmetric boson
star configurations [1–14] and many of their generaliza-
tions (including l-boson stars [75–79] and multistate
boson stars [49–51]), arise naturally within the semi-
classical gravity approximation in quantum field theory.
Furthermore, we have found new possible generalizations,
namely, the multi-l multistate boson stars, that represent
the most general solutions to the N-particle, static,

FIG. 1. For examples, we describe here three particular solutions, each one of a different type, as indicated in the subfigures. For all
cases, we show the metric components αðrÞ and γðrÞ (top panels); the state components ψnlðrÞ (middle panels); and the energy density
ρðrÞ as well as the individual components ρnlðrÞ (bottom panels). Note that ρ can be obtained simply by summing its components
(including all degenerate states in m). Thus, we have ρ ¼ ρ00 þ 3ρ01 þ 5ρ02 in (a), ρ ¼ 3ρ01 þ 3ρ11 þ 3ρ21 in (b), and ρ ¼
ρ30 þ 3ρ11 þ 5ρ12 in (c). We show more properties of these solutions in Table III. Finally, we note that the actual numerical integration
domain in r is much larger than what is shown (for clarity) in the figures.
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spherically symmetric, semiclassical real EKG system, in
which the total number of particles is definite.
Our approach is based on the expansion of a single, real,

free quantum scalar field in terms of a linear combination of
creation and annihilation operators. We then construct the
Hilbert space by successive applications of creation oper-
ators on the vacuum state, that we assume is well defined
(which is guaranteed for the static configurations considered
in this article). Taking particular Fock states with a definite
number of particles, the expectation value of the renormal-
ized stress energy-momentum tensor operator takes the
same form as its counterpart in a classical theory with N
fields. Each of these N fields accounts for one excitation
mode of the quantum field and corresponds to the quantum
particles of the system. The number of particles contained in
each mode is then fixed by the number of classical fields
with the same quantum numbers and can be chosen as a free
parameter. In this way, standard boson stars correspond
to the population of only one mode (the ground state) of
the quantum field, for which n ¼ l ¼ m ¼ 0. Other self-
gravitating scalar configurations such as l-boson stars
and multistate boson stars are naturally related to them
and are just different manifestations of the quantum fluc-
tuations of the same scalar field with different modes
populated.
Regarding l-boson stars in particular, we would like to

highlight an important difference between the classical
and semiclassical interpretations: the construction of the
classical solutions described in our previous works might be
considered somehow “artificial,” in the sense that they must
consist of a particular combination of 2lþ 1 independent,
complex scalar fields having the exact same radial ampli-
tude in order to constitute as a whole a spherically
symmetric matter distribution. On the other hand, within
the semiclassical gravity approximation, the same l-boson
star configurations are obtained more naturally, starting
from a single real quantum scalar field in a state that
describes a distribution of particles populating a given
energy level and containing angular momentum. Apart

from providing a more natural explanation for their exist-
ence, the semiclassical description of l-boson stars should
have other interesting applications. For example, a relevant
problem is analyzing the dynamical stability of these
configurations in semiclassical gravity. This is clearly a
much more difficult problem that requires generalizing our
framework for spacetimes being perturbed off a static one.
Further, in the realm of an ultralight scalar field/fuzzy

dark matter component, the diversity of self-gravitating
structures that might model the dark matter halos is greatly
enhanced in the semiclassical theory. Standard l ¼ 0 boson
stars have been considered as a possible explanation for the
dark matter distribution in small galaxies, such as dwarf
spheroidals [32]. However, it is clear that these configura-
tions alone are not sufficient to describe the properties
observed in galaxies spanning different size scales. On the
one hand, the radius of stable l ¼ 0 boson stars decreases
when their total mass increases, in stark contrast to what is
being observed in real galaxies. On the other hand, their
mass density decreases exponentially with the radius at
large distances, and they cannot accommodate the flatness
of the rotation curves observed in spiral galaxies (although
they can still describe the core of galaxies like the
Milky Way [122]). The multi-l multistate configurations
offer the possibility to account for the desired behavior of
the dark matter distribution in large galaxies beyond the
core region. Likewise, several examples of anomalous halo
systems recently reported in Ref. [123] could potentially
be explained by means of scalar field configurations with
nontrivial values of n, l, and m. The connection between
the multi-l multistate boson star solutions and the con-
figurations obtained in numerical simulations [27–31] is left
as an open question.
With regard to dark compact objects, the state of

maximal compactness of l-boson stars has been identified
to grow with l, as discussed in Ref. [78]. This could lead to
potential observational signatures in the gravitational wave
spectra resulting from the merger of these objects [24].

TABLE III. Quantum numbers, amplitudes, eigenfrequencies, particle numbers in each state, and total particle
number for the configurations presented in Fig. 1. Note that for the case of an ultralight axion m0 ∼ 10−50 in natural
units; hence, in this example, the particle numbers are large for the configurations presented.

Name n l ψ0
nl=m0

l ωnl=m0 m0
2Nnl m0

2N Fig.

0 0 0.1 0.5278 0.0195
Multi-l boson star 0 1 0.2 0.6453 0.0243 0.8134 1(a)

0 2 0.4 0.7736 0.1442

0 1 0.3 0.7438 0.0289
Multistate l-boson star 1 1 0.6 0.8235 0.1150 1.3884 1(b)

2 1 0.9 0.8792 0.3189

3 0 0.1 0.8679 0.0133
Multi-l multistate boson star 1 1 0.3 0.7497 0.0439 1.2745 1(c)

1 2 0.5 0.8247 0.2259
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Conclusions

• Boson stars might arise as self-gravitating compact objects made of 
ultra-ligh spin zero DM particles 

• There are many realization of Boson Stars relatives (such as Multistate 
boson stars, L-Boson stars, and more)

• They could be more compact, with a richer structure and because their 
stability, if they form, they can be astrophysical candidates.
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Multi-State Boson stars (MSBS)
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n=2
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Astrophysical realization of boson stars 
relatives demands stability
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Numerical perturbation analysis: Multistate boson stars

43

Boson stars in excited states are unstable under numerical perturbations.

Multistate boson stars, even with particles in the excited states, can be stable

Stable if
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Numerical perturba.on analysis: 
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Linear stability analysis for 
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Pertubre the system 

Pulsation
equations



Pulsation equations can be rewriten:
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Define

Thus it is posible to count the number of unstable modes by means of the Nodal Theorem
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Solutions to the pulsation equations
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It is possible to find solutions with different nodes: energy levels 
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Complementarity between numerical perturbations 
and linear analysis
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Dark matter halos
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